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Abstract 

Studies that have been conducted on memories of forced labor in Nazi Germany often 

focused on individual memories or national memory cultures. They also placed an emphasis 

on the marginalization experienced by forced laborers in postwar societies. This Master’s 

thesis steers away from purely individual or national perspectives, and from the focus on 

marginalization. Instead, it adopts a comparative perspective, studying collective memories 

of French and Dutch forced labor associations that have been active since 1945. Associations 

are particularly interesting because they operated and mediated between political and societal 

contexts, individual forced laborers, and public opinion. Because the history of forced labor 

is marginalized in society and politics, associations are, for example, initiators of 

remembrance practices. This study investigates the ways in which collective memories 

constructed by French and Dutch forced labor associations have been influenced by political, 

societal, and individual circumstances. The research is grounded in ideas of the sociologist 

Maurice Halbwachs, the cultural scholar Aleida Assmann, and the historians Bruno 

Benvindo and Evert Peeters.  

The analysis of remembrance practices, individual memories, and collective 

memories disseminated to a broader audience, provides insights on interesting similarities 

and differences between the memory-cultures of forced labor in France and the Netherlands. 

Two main conclusions, which explain these differences and similarities, can be deducted 

from this research. The first concerns the finding that memories of French associations have 

been influenced more by political and even juridical contexts, whereas memories of Dutch 

associations have been influenced more by societal and individual contexts. Secondly, it 

becomes clear that the historical periods in which associations emerged and specific national 

postwar contexts have also greatly influenced collective memories of French and Dutch 

forced labor associations. In general, French memories are built upon the title and status of 

patriotic ‘deported workers’, whereas more recent Dutch memories find their origins in a 

culture of victimhood and attempts for a more nuanced war-history.  
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Introduction 

 Two National Forced Labor Monuments 

In contrast to famous war memorials like Omaha Beach in Normandy and the National 

Monument on the Dam Square in Amsterdam, monuments for laborers who were forced to 

work in the Third Reich during World War Two (WWII) are not so well-known. The French 

déportés du travail, deported workers, are remembered on the Parisian cemetery Père 

Lachaise. In 1947, an unknown forced laborer was buried at this cemetery. In 1970, a 

national monument on top of the tomb was inaugurated. Dutch forced laborers, or 

dwangarbeiders, had to wait until 1996 for a national monument.
1
 Both national monuments 

(picture 1 and 2) offer insights on the different ways of remembering forced labor in Nazi 

Germany. What can a comparison of those two monuments reveal?  

Firstly, they demonstrate that ‘forced labor’ is a contested term. Whereas the Dutch 

monument refers to ‘forced labor’, the French monuments opts for the term ‘labor 

deportation’. Even though both terms refer to similar events in history, there is a slight 

difference in the meaning in the selection of words. This difference will be discussed in later 

sections. During the first two years of the German occupation, the occupiers launched a 

propaganda campaign aiming to attract voluntary workers to Germany. As a result of limited 

success and a need for more work forces, the Nazi politician Fritz Sauckel installed 

systematic measures which forced men, namely, to work in Germany from 1942 onwards. 

This policy was called the Arbeitseinsatz or, as referred in French, Service du Travail 

Obligatoire (STO, Compulsory Labor Service).  

It thus seems that both monuments were not erected to commemorate voluntary 

workers, per se, but rather laborers who were forced to go to Germany. The definition of 

‘forced labor’ that this study uses as a starting point stems from the International Labor 

Organization. In 1930, this institution defined ‘forced labor’ as “every form of work or 

service that was demanded from a person under the threat of punishment and who was not 

voluntary placed at disposal”.
2
 This research also uses more neutral synonyms such as 

´(forced) worker’ and ´labor conscript´
3
. As the Belgian historian Pieter Lagrou argued, 

voluntary departures were often less voluntary than assumed and the forced departures were 

                                                           
1
 Serge Barcellini and Annette Wieviorka, Passant, souviens-toi! Les lieux du souvenir de la Seconde 

Guerre mondiale en France (Paris, 1995), 438-442; Rob van Ginkel, Rondom de stilte. 

Herdenkingscultuur in Nederland (Amsterdam, 2011), 473. 
2
 This definition is also used by the German historian Christoph Thonfeld. Christoph Thonfeld, 

Rehabilitierte Erinnerungen? Individuelle Erfahrungsverarbeitungen und kollektive Repräsentationen 

von NS-Zwangsarbeit im internationalen Vergleich (Essen, 2014), 37-38. 
3
 The terms ‘workers’ and ‘labor conscripts’ are often used by for instance Pieter Lagrou.  
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often less forced than usually portrayed.
4 

Despite this definition, it appears to be difficult to 

make a clear distinction between ‘voluntary’ and ‘forced’ labor. 

Secondly, the plaque on the French monument mentions that approximately more 

than 600,000 civilian
5
 forced laborers were recruited between 1942 and 1945.

6
 The Dutch 

monument covers the period from 1940 to 1945 and the plaque in front of it remembers more 

than 500,000 forced laborers.
7
 Since the French population is considerably larger than the 

Dutch one, it seems surprising that these estimations come so close. However, it is important 

to keep in mind that this comparison is not based on equal grounds, regarding time periods 

and groups of people taken into account. This was especially so during the last months of 

1944, when France was almost completely liberated, and round-ups were held in many 

Dutch cities. A closer look into the numbers thus tells something about the diverging nature 

of forced labor in France and the Netherlands. More importantly, however, the two 

monuments also attest for divergent ways of remembering the history of the Arbeitseinsatz. 

One of these differences concerns, for example, the sculptures of the monuments. The Dutch 

statues purely represent the forced laborers as captivated and hopeless victims. The French 

sculptures also depict victimhood, but in addition, they also represent the oppressing work 

and the workers who attempted to sabotage the wheel.
8
 It will be discussed later how these 

different representations can be explained by the initiators of these two monuments. 

Both monuments have namely been placed as a result of associative initiatives. 

Because forced labor organizations had and still have an important influence on memories of 

forced labor, this research investigates how French and Dutch associations of forced laborers 

have remembered forced labor from 1945 to today. France and the Netherlands offer an 

interesting comparison because both countries have been occupied by the Germans and their 

memories of forced labor have been marginalized after the war.  

                                                           
4
 Pieter Lagrou, The Legacy of Nazi Occupation. Patriotic Memory and National Recovery in Western 

Europe 1945-1965 (Cambridge, 2000), 140.  
5
 This number thus excludes the French prisoners of war who were forced to work in Germany. 

6
 See also François Berger, ‘Review of Les STO. Histoire des Français requis en Allemagne nazie 

1942-1945 by Patrice Arnaud’, Revue d’histoire moderne et contemporaine, 58:3 (2011), 214-216, 

here 214. 
7
 The total number of Dutch laborers that were forced to work in Germany between 1940 and 1945 

has been estimated between 500,000 and 600,000. Marloes van Westrienen, Dwangarbeiders: 

Nederlandse jongens tewerkgesteld in het Derde Rijk (Amsterdam, Antwerpen, 2008), 31-32.  
8
 Barcellini and Wieviorka, Passant, souviens-toi!, 442. 
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Chapter 1 

Status Quaestionis 

This research can be placed within international and national literature on memories of 

forced labor. First, the international perspective will be discussed. It will be explained why 

research on forced labor started in Germany and why the international historiography is still 

dominated by German oral history scholars. In the international historiography, the Belgian 

historian Pieter Lagrou stands as an exception because of his methodology (not based on oral 

history) and his comparison of Western European countries. Second, the French and Dutch 

national literature on forced labor and its memories will be discussed. The historiographical 

overview demonstrates a more profound academic interest in the topic in France than in the 

Netherlands.  

 

1.1 From the ‘Shadow’ to Oral History  

Research on Memory of Forced Labor from an International German Perspective  

 

In mid-August 1944, around twenty-six percent of the labor force in Germany consisted of 

foreigners. Among them were 7.6 million foreign civilian laborers and prisoners of war 

(PoWs). This number is based on statistics of the German historian Ulrich Herbert. However, 

laborers who had already left Germany or concentration camp laborers are not included in 

those 7.6 million civilians. Herbert also makes no explicit distinction between voluntary and 

forced laborers. In general, no study has ever given the exact statistics of all foreign laborers 

who were forced to work in the Third Reich. Estimations range from ten to fifteen million.
9  

The history of forced labor is about the lives of many, but no precise numbers or sharp 

categories of laborers exist in literature. 

Despite those considerable numbers, the history of forced workers in Nazi Germany 

has been neglected by academia for a long time. Until the 1960s and the beginning of the 

1970s, WWII scholars tended to focus on military and political history, and investigated 

themes such as resistance. They often neglected more contentious topics like Jewish 

persecutions, forced labor, and daily life of ‘normal’ citizens. Forced labor research has, in 

the words of the German historian Christoph Thonfeld, led a ‘Schattendasein’ (an existence 

in the shadow).
10

 Some local or national studies existed, but the research on the 

Arbeitseinsatz started to intensify from the 1980s onwards.
11

 

Research on the topic started in Germany. This can be linked to societal and political 

changes from the 1960s onward causing academic changes in the 1970s and 1980s. 

                                                           
9
 Mark Spoerer and Jochen Fleischhacker, ‘Forced Laborers in Nazi Germany: Categories, Number, 

and Survivors’, The Journal of Interdisciplinary History 33:2 (2002), 169-204, here, 171-172. 
10

 Thonfeld, Rehabilitierte Erinnerungen?, 37. 
11

 Ulrich Herbert, Fremdarbeiter. Politik und Praxis des „Ausländer-Einsatzes“ in der 

Kriegswirtschaft des Dritten Reiches (Berlin/Bonn 1985; reprint 1999), 19-20.  
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Immediately after the war, Germany repressed its Nazi history and tried to move forward. In 

the 1960s and 1970s, however, political changes and generational conflicts in West-Germany 

disproved a uniform national vision of the (ignored) repressed past. Slowly, more interest 

and research in Germany’s dark past emerged. German historians investigated, for instance, 

the neglected topic of Jewish victims. This change should also be placed in the context of 

international attention for the Holocaust. The influential American television series on the 

Holocaust in 1978 are an example hereof. As a consequence, virulent political debates about 

how to deal with the past took place between conservative and progressive politicians in 

West-Germany during the 1980s. Despite this strong polarization, Germany still aimed at 

creating a more coherent national consciousness. That required historical research. As a 

result, German society and historians became more interested in the dark history of National 

Socialism as well as the Alltaggeschichte (everyday history). Monuments and memorials 

remembering crimes committed by national socialists were inaugurated as means of dealing 

with the difficult past. These memorials functioned as negative orientation points of moral 

and political discourses.
12 

In this context of coming to terms with the past and researching 

daily life during the war, forced employment on German territory slowly became a topic of 

investigation, debate, and (local) remembrance. The most important research has been done 

by the German historian Ulrich Herbert. In 1985, he published a pioneering and important 

work on the politics of forced labor: Fremdarbeiter: Politik und Praxis des ‘Ausländer-

Einsatzes’ in der Kriegwirtschaft des Dritten Reiches. 

The beginning of a more vast academic interest in the history of forced labor can 

thus be placed in the 1980s. This thesis, however, does not focus on forced labor during the 

war, but on ways in which forced labor has been remembered after the war. It connects to the 

field of memory studies which have become more popular since the 1980s. The French 

historian Pierre Nora linked the interest in memory studies to a time in which the ‘fund of 

memory disappears’. He argued that ‘the acceleration of history and events’ caused a search 

for (national) historical consciousness, more historical study, and a consolidation of 

heritage.
13

 Especially around the first decade of the twenty-first century, many international 

publications about memories of WWII appeared. However, in contrast to memories of the 

Holocaust, memories of forced laborers do not have a prominent place in general 

                                                           
12

 Matthias Heyl, ‘Duitse herinneringscultuur: gedachten en patronen’, in: Frank van Vree and Rob 

van der Laarse, De dynamiek van de herinnering. Nederland en de Tweede Wereldoorlog in een 

internationale context (Amsterdam, 2009), 221-244, here 228-229; Gerd Knischewski and Ulla 

Spittler ‘Memories of the Second World War and National Identity in Germany’, in: Martin Evans 

and Ken Lunn, War and Memory in the Twentieth Century (Oxford, New York, 1997), 239-254, here 

239-248. 
13

 Pierre Nora, ‘Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire’, Representations 26. Special 

Issue: Memory and Counter-Memory (1989), 7-24, here 12.  
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publications on war memories.
14

 This might be explained by the fact that, despite the slowly 

growing attention since the 1980s, forced labor in Nazi Germany is still an under-researched 

academic subject. 

The field of international research on memories of forced labor should rather be 

described as a specific, small, and relatively recent research area dominated by German 

initiatives.
15

 This German domination can be explained by two reasons. The first explanation 

might simply be a geographical one. Because the forced workers from different countries 

were all brought to German territory and worked together in the same factories or camps, it 

seemed reasonable for German scholars to take an international approach, or in other words: 

to take the history of forced labor(ers) in and from different countries into account. 

The German compensation initiatives are the second explanation. From the 1980s in 

West-Germany till the beginning of the twenty-first century in a reunited Germany, several 

debates about financial compensation from the German government and industrial 

organizations to former forced laborers took place. For instance, the Two-plus-Four 

agreement of 1990, which paved the way for German unification, reopened the issue of 

reparations that had been postponed since 1953. In 1953, the London Debt Agreement 

organized the German debt, which included interwar debts and reparations. In order to avoid 

the crisis Germany went through after the First World War, some payments were postponed 

until reunification in 1990.
16

 Due to public, juridical, and international pressure, the German 

reunited government and a group of multinationals provided 2.5 billion Euros for 

compensation purposes for victims of the German forced labor system.
17

 The compensation 

and its subsequent debates required historical research and also revived memories of the 

long-forgotten victims of forced labor themselves.  

As a consequence, historians not only became interested in the history of forced 

labor, but also in its often silenced or forgotten memory. In 2004, Germany launched the 

International Forced Labourers’ Documentation Project (IFLDP) which was coordinated by 

                                                           
14

 See for instance several contributions in Martin Evans and Ken Lunn, War and Memory in the 

Twentieth Century (Oxford, New York, 1997) or Frank van Vree and Rob van der Laarse, De 

dynamiek van de herinnering. Nederland en de Tweede Wereldoorlog in een internationale context 

(Amsterdam, 2009). They do not pay much attention to forced labor. 
15

 See for instance the most important studies: Alexander von Plato, Almut Leh, Christoph Thonfeld 

(eds.), Hitlers Sklaven. Levensgeschichtliche Analysen zur Zwangarbeit im internationalen Vergleich 

(Wien, Köln, Weimer, 2008); Regina Plaßwilm, Grenzen des Erzählbaren: Erinnerungsdiskurse von 

NS-Zwangsarbeiterinnen und Zwangsarbeitern in Ost- und Westeuropa (Essen, 2011); Dieter Pohl 

and Tanja Sebta (eds.), Zwangsarbeit in Hitlers Europa: Besatzung, Arbeit, Folgen (Berlin, 2013); 

Christoph Thonfeld, Rehabilitierte Erinnerungen? Individuelle Erfahrungsverarbeitungen und 

kollektive Repräsentationen von NS-Zwangsarbeit im internationalen Vergleich (Essen, 2014). 
16

 Timothy W. Guinnane, Financial ‘Vergangenheitsbewältigung: the 1953 London Debt Agreement 

(Yale University, 2015), 1. See also <http://www.econ.yale.edu/growth_pdf/cdp880.pdf> [consulted 

on 28 March 2017]. 
17

 Mark Spoerer and Jochen Fleischhacker, ‘The Compensation of Nazi Germany’s Forced Labourers: 

Demographic Findings and Political Implications’, Population Studies 56:1 (2002), 5-21, here 5. 

http://www.econ.yale.edu/growth_pdf/cdp880.pdf
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the German oral history expert Alexander von Plato. The project aimed at remembering 

forced laborers. Almost six hundred life-course-interviews with former forced laborers (the 

last living eyewitnesses) of twenty-six countries were held.
18

 Logically, the project sparked 

several German publications which used these oral histories and highlighted the repressed 

memories of forced laborers. 

The first findings were written down per nation in a publication edited by Alexander 

von Plato, Almut Leh, and Christoph Thonfeld.
19

 They concluded that in all postwar 

societies, memories of former forced laborers were subordinated or repressed in official and 

public memory discourses. The level of recognition differed per country, but all memories of 

forced laborers have been influenced by the discourse of a victim group. In addition, the 

authors concluded that experiences of forced labor are often presented from a national 

perspective. This stands in contrast to another victim group, the Jewish victims, as their 

experiences are often presented from an international perspective.
20

  

Other German publications appeared as well, such as the more compounding edited 

volume Zwangsarbeit in Hitlers Europa: Besatzung, Arbeit, Folgen (2013).
21

 The volume 

discussed forced labor during the war as well as postwar memories. Especially in the 

epilogue, it becomes clear that the publication not only strived for more academic knowledge 

on forced labor and its memory, but also had a more political and societal objective in 

pursuing recognition for forced labor in all times as well as other forms of discrimination.
22

 

This can be explained by the fact that the IFLDP was financed by the German association 

Erinnerung, Verantwortung und Zukunft (EVZ, Memory, Responsibility, and Future): a 

foundation financed by the German government and industry that strives for individual 

humanitarian compensation, takes care of forced laborers, and defends human rights and 

democracy.
23

 

What the two discussed volumes have in common is that they focused more on 

Eastern than Western European countries. This is certainly defendable as the majority of 

forced laborers came from Eastern Europe. Nonetheless, those publications therefore often 

ignored distinctions among Western European countries. Differences among some Western 

European countries become clearer in other, more (politically) independent, key publications 

                                                           
18

 See also http://www.zwangsarbeit-archiv.de/ and https://ehri-project.eu/remembering-forced-labour 

for further information. 
19

 Alexander von Plato, Almut Leh, Christoph Thonfeld (eds.), Hitlers Sklaven. Levensgeschichtliche 

Analysen zur Zwangarbeit im internationalen Vergleich (Wien, Köln, Weimar, 2008). 
20

 Plato, Leh, Thonfeld, Hitlers Sklaven, 433-441.  
21

 Dieter Pohl and Tanja Sebta (eds.), Zwangsarbeit in Hitlers Europa: Besatzung, Arbeit, Folgen 

(Berlin, 2013). 
22

 Pohl and Sebta, Zwangarbeit in Hitlers Europa, 446-452.  
23

 ‘Über uns. Stiftung “Erinnerung, Verantwortung und Zukunft’ <http://www.stiftung-

evz.de/stiftung.html> [consulted on 31 May 2017].  

http://www.zwangsarbeit-archiv.de/
https://ehri-project.eu/remembering-forced-labour
http://www.stiftung-evz.de/stiftung.html
http://www.stiftung-evz.de/stiftung.html
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on memories of forced labor by the German historians Regina Plaßwilm
24

 and Christoph 

Thonfeld
25

. They, however, do not especially dive into distinctions between memories in 

Western European countries that were occupied by Nazi Germany.  

Thonfeld explored how individual accounts are connected to collective 

representations of forced laborers in six countries. He convincingly argued that individual 

memories have been influenced by societal or collective representations and showed 

interesting differences between nations.
26

 Nonetheless, when it came to Western Europe, 

Thonfeld limited his comparison on France and England. Plaßwilm actually studied France 

and the Netherlands (and also Belarus and Russia). However, in contrast to Thonfeld, she 

emphasized that individual narratives of her interviewees have been primarily influenced by 

biographical experiences instead of collective or national memory frameworks.
27

 In sum, a 

comparison of occupied Western European countries did not form the main focus of her 

research.   

 

1.2 Postwar Social History of Occupied Western European Countries  

Research on Memory of Forced Labor by Pieter Lagrou as a Starting Point 

 

The only historian who has completed a comparative study on forced labor in Western 

European occupied countries is the Belgian historian Pieter Lagrou.
28

 Contrary to the 

German literature discussed above, Lagrou did not focus on individual memories and 

interviews. Instead, he investigated the postwar social history of resistance fighters, labor 

conscripts, and survivors of persecution in France, Belgium, and the Netherlands.
29

 

Concerning the forced laborers, Lagrou concluded that being repatriated, all of them found 

themselves in a difficult and ambiguous position because, despite their diverse experiences, 

they were not specifically seen as either collaborators or heroes. More importantly, Lagrou 

also distinguished interesting national differences. He mentioned, for example, the fact that 

                                                           
24
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Dutch repatriated forced laborers did not get any political attention or set up long-lasting 

supportive associations, unlike their French and Belgian counterparts. Moreover, in France 

and Belgium, the ‘issue’ of conscript laborers became far more politicized than in the 

Netherlands.
30

 One explanation for this difference in political attention forms WWI. 

Contrary to the Netherlands, France and Belgium had already experience with the return of 

forced laborers and the installation of a ministry.
31

       

Lagrou’s findings also included an examination of postwar collective war-memories 

in which national resistance and heroism played a central role. He paradoxically concluded 

that “the better society as a whole succeeded in creating a consensual myth of patriotism, the 

worse off were the milieux de mémoire” (social memory groups).
32

 Because the Netherlands 

succeeded better than France or Belgium in creating a national myth around the resistance, 

there was no room left for the ambiguous group of labor conscripts.
33

 According to Lagrou, 

the Dutch resistance myth had an anonymous character as it did not honor individuals. This 

was a strong contrast with France where De Gaulle was honored as a resistance fighter. 

Another difference with the French situation distinguished by Lagrou is that in postwar 

France a bataille de mémoire took place: due to the less successful creation of a national 

resistance myth immediately after the war, different groups degenerated into a patriotic 

bidding-up.
34

 Almost ten years earlier, Lagrou had already come to the same conclusions 

comparing the Netherlands and Belgium from 1945 to 1955. He had stated that due to the 

fragmentation of Belgian war memories, the forced workers could at least form group 

memories and strive for recognition, although in the margins. Such a marginal recognition 

was not even possible for the Dutch labor conscripts.
35

  

To conclude the discussion about international research into forced labor memories, 

it becomes clear that the most important studies have been conducted from the end of the 

1990s onward and that they are strongly influenced by (West) Germany that aimed at 
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coming to terms with its Nazi past.
36

 In a field dominated by German scholars who mostly 

use life-course interviews, and who (because of their broader international scope) do not 

often discuss differences between occupied Western European countries, Pieter Lagrou 

stands out as the exception that functions as the best starting point for this research. As 

Lagrou already showed in his research, memories of forced labor in Western European 

countries coincide, but they have also been influenced by diverging national contexts.
37

 This 

research builds on these insights, but takes a longer period than Lagrou (1945-1965) into 

account as it investigates memories of forced labor associations from 1945 till today.  

A final conclusion that can be retrieved from this overview is that none of the 

scholars involved in leading comparative history of forced labor is French or Dutch. The 

following overview of research on French and Dutch forced labor(ers) will demonstrate that 

studies on memories of forced labor in these countries have only been conducted from a 

national or even local perspective. 

 

1.3 From National to Local and Fragmented Studies 

Research on Memories of French and Dutch Forced Labor(ers)  

 

One could argue that the French and Dutch historiographies reflect the visibility of former 

forced laborers in each postwar societies. Although in both countries, the diverse group of 

forced workers has been excluded from ‘official’ war-memories for a long time
38

, some 

French conscripts united themselves shortly after the war in a federation which defended the 

interests of former forced laborers. This made them more visible than Dutch labor conscripts. 

In the Netherlands, it was only in 1987 that a more influential association that represented 

the interests of former forced laborers was founded.
39

 Academia reflects this distinction as 

there are more extensive and recent French studies dedicated to the history and memory of 

labor conscripts than Dutch ones. 

 In the international historiography, a distinction between literature discussing the 

history of forced labor and its postwar memory has been made. From the perspective of 

French and Dutch scholars, it is more difficult to make such a distinction because research 

on forced labor during WWII is still an under-researched topic. For the Netherlands, an 
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academic overview about the history of forced labor has been published, but memory of 

forced labor is only dealt with in broader WWII memory studies. As already mentioned, 

French scholars have discussed forced labor more intensively, but their recent publications 

always treated forced labor during the war and its postwar memory together. That is why this 

overview per nation discusses not only works about memories of forced labor but also about 

its history.  

It is important to mention that the first publications about forced labor, in France as 

well as in the Netherlands, had no academic background. They are often written by forced 

laborers themselves. In France, an important national overview of forced labor during the 

war appeared in 1972: La deportation des travailleurs français dans le IIIe Reich by Jacques 

Evrard a professor who was a victim of the STO and affiliated to the national federation.
40

 In 

the 1970s, the topic was not a popular academic subject.
41

 Perhaps even more than their 

international colleagues, French scholars focused on resistance or political, diplomatic, and 

military history.
42

 From the 1970s and 1980s onward, research on WWII became more 

pluralistic and international. French scholars also slowly started to look more critically to 

their own war history and especially the Vichy-regime.
43

 During those decades, some 

regional studies on forced labor appeared.
44

 Nevertheless, it was during the debates on 

restitution by the German government in the 1990s that a more vast academic interest for the 

subject in France arose. In addition to Germans studying French forced labor
45

, French 

scholars such as Annette Wieviorka
46

 also published about different groups of war victims 

including the experiences and immediate postwar legacy of forced laborers. In 2001, a 

colloquium about forced labor was held in Caen which reflected the increased interest in the 

topic. It is, nevertheless, important to mention that this colloquium was in the first place a 

political initiative of the French government most likely inspired by debates on the German 

compensations.
47
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It was thus around the turn of the century that (French) historians became more 

interested in memories of forced laborers from France and the most important overviews 

were published. In 1996 and 2010, the German historian Helga Elisabeth Bories-Sawala 

published an important overview in which she principally employed a micro history by 

focusing on (interviews with) French workers who were deported to Bremen.
48

 In 2010, the 

French historian Patrice Arnaud was the first to publish a monograph on the subject.
49

 In his 

chapter on memories of the STO, he examined political and social contexts and debates 

concerning former labor conscripts. Arnaud convincingly showed how these contexts and 

debates influenced different genres of personal memoirs.
50

 In 2012, the French historian 

Raphaël Spina published an extensive doctoral thesis on the subject.
51

 These publications 

thus demonstrate a recent interest in the French STO. Contrary to some of the discussed 

German scholars, their interest does not especially derive from memory studies. 

Nevertheless, in their final chapters, all French historians discuss how the French society and 

forced laborers themselves, in a group or as individuals, remembered the history of forced 

labor in Nazi Germany. 

 In the Netherlands, no recent academic work exists that focuses from a national 

perspective on the experiences and memories of forced laborers. This might be explained by 

the lower visibility of Dutch forced laborers or the little interest of German scholars in forced 

laborers from the Netherlands. Anyhow, there is an important standard publication written 

by the Dutch historian Ben Sijes on the Dutch history of forced labor during WWII.
52

 It has 

been published in 1966 and reprinted in 1990 by the NIOD.
53

 The early study of Sijes on 

forced labor fits in a Dutch academic tradition that, in contrast to France, already in the 

1950s and 1960s researched ignored or contentious WWII topics such as the Jewish 

persecutions. However, these publications often did not have an immediate public impact.
54

 

The reprint in 1990 can be placed in the context of the early German compensation 

initiatives and the increasing societal attention for the history of forced labor. Furthermore, 
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in 1987, former Dutch forced laborers united themselves in an association.
55

 Regarding the 

timing of the foundation, it is also important to take into account that many forced laborers 

were retired by then and thus had more time to reflect on their war experiences and to defend 

their interests as ignored war victims. More recent research on the topic of forced labor 

appeared since the beginning of the twenty-first century. It is important to note that most 

studies about forced labor are either local (focusing on laborers from a certain local region) 

and/or conducted outside academia.
56

 If academic scholars already devoted attention to the 

history and memory of forced labor, they only discussed a specific (defined) subject or time-

period.  

Among academic research into memories of forced labor, most studies have been 

conducted by master students.
57

 This proves the limited interest in the topic by more 

advanced researchers. Nevertheless, the research done by master students has provided 

interesting insights in the memories of forced laborers that can be used for this thesis as well. 

In 2012, Ilana Cukier wrote a master thesis about the national Dutch association for former 

forced laborers that existed from 1987 to 1999. Four years earlier, Marloes van Westrienen 

published Dwangarbeiders: Nederlandse jongens tewerkgesteld in het Derde Rijk. This 

publication was based on research she conducted during her studies in Cultural 

Anthropology in which she interviewed many forced laborers. Van Westrienen gave a 

representative image of the diversity and ambivalence of the Arbeitseinsatz.
58

 However, she 

did not often explicitly relate individual memories to postwar political and societal 

developments. This has been done more structurally by other scholars. 

It would namely be untrue to state that more advanced academic researchers have 

paid no attention to Dutch forced laborers at all. There are two fields of research in which 

remembrance practices and memories have been explored and discussed: first, in 

publications that focus on the return of displaced persons from Germany immediately after 

the war and second, in general studies on WWII-memories and remembrance practices. The 

earlier discussed publications of Lagrou belong to the first category. In 1998, the 

independent Stichting Onderzoek Terugkeer en Opvang (SOTO, Association for Research on 
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Return and Care), that had been founded during the first government of Wim Kok, resulted 

in two publications in which the return of forced laborers was explored: De Meelstreep
59

 and 

Mensenheugenis
60

. Similar to the Caen conference in France, the SOTO research has been 

conducted after a political initiative that was probably stimulated by the German 

compensation initiatives. 

Dat nooit meer. De nasleep van de Tweede Wereldoorlog in Nederland (2011), 

written by historian Chris van der Heijden
61

, is an example of the second category. He 

briefly discussed the memory of Dutch forced laborers and focused especially on the 

presentation of the Dutch union for forced laborers as war-victims.
62

 A more compounding 

study has been done by the sociologist and cultural anthropologist Rob van Ginkel. In 

Rondom de stilte. Herdenkingscultuur in Nederland (2011) he analyzed practices of memory 

from below, for instance the organization of rituals and commemorations, instead of the 

often-discussed memory-politics from above. Van Ginkel nuanced the initiative of the Dutch 

government and underlined the importance of private initiatives.
63

 He understood the 

majority of forced laborers as a latent memory community: an existing community that was, 

however, not active in performing their memories and interests. Van Ginkel also described 

private initiatives for monuments for forced laborers from the end of the 1990s onward.
64

 

Most initiatives have a local character. This stands in contrast to France where the national 

association still exists.
65

 

To briefly summarize the international and national historiographies, memory of 

forced labor is a recent and still under-researched academic subject, especially in the 

Netherlands. Furthermore, the German restitutions and political initiatives influenced the 

emerging interest in the history of forced labor in Nazi Germany and its individual and 

collective memory. Although there is discussion to what extent their experiences have been a 

taboo in postwar societies, most researchers agree that memories of former labor conscripts 

have been marginalized. Scholars often relate this to postwar societal and political contexts 
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in which a hierarchy of victimhood and national resistance-myths arose.
66

 This study 

focusing on France and the Netherlands will not only dive deeper into similarities, but also 

reveal under-researched differences in the memory cultures of both countries. Its approach is 

innovative to the extent that the German international comparative literature has often 

excluded the Netherlands, and French and Dutch academics have only researched the topic 

from a local or national perspective. 

This research studies memories of forced labor in France and the Netherlands by 

investigating a number of forced labor associations. Precisely because memories of forced 

laborers have been ignored by official commemorations for a long time, such associations or 

interest groups of labor conscripts are an interesting source to study how forced work in Nazi 

Germany has been remembered. This study builds thus further on the findings of Van Ginkel 

who argued that many memory practices, and especially non-official commemorations, are 

often initiated by private initiatives of, for instance, associations. 

 In this thesis, associations are considered as organizations that operate and mediate 

between political and societal contexts, individual forced laborers, and public opinion. 

Associations deal with individual memories of former forced laborers, but also with 

collective memories in a political and societal context and public opinion. This leads to the 

main research question of this study: in which ways have collective memories of forced 

labor created in French and Dutch forced labor associations been influenced by political, 

societal, and individual circumstances? 

   This study starts from the hypothesis that an important difference between France 

and the Netherlands is that French organizations are more nationally orientated whereas 

Dutch organizations are more locally orientated. This contrast might be explained by 

different experiences of nations and forced laborers during the war and differences ways of 

postwar remembrance-cultures. The next chapter elaborates on the theoretical and 

methodological framework. It will be followed by a third chapter that gives a brief 

introduction on the history of forced labor in France and the Netherlands, the repatriation, 

European memory-cultures of forced labor, and the researched associations. Chapter four, 

five, and six present the actual research. Chapter four will look at associations of forced 

labor in their societal and political contexts and relations with the state in particular. For the 

greater part, this chapter builds upon existing literature and requires primary sources only 

occasionally. The fifth chapter switches to the role of individuals in certain foundations. It 

investigates not only how personal memories have been shaped by political and societal 

influences, but also how a couple of individuals active in associations have shaped collective 

memories of forced labor. Because the role of individuals as agencies in spreading memories 
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on forced labor has often been ignored by most of the discussed scholars
67

, this chapter is 

based upon primary source research. It also strongly relates to chapter six which investigates 

further how and which memories are being spread from, or with the support of, associative 

initiatives to the public and thus become collective and more coherent memories. This can be 

in the form of websites, exhibitions, documentaries, or educational material. In the 

conclusion, the most important findings regarding diverging and similar memories of forced 

labor, created by French and Dutch associations since 1945, will be presented.   
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Chapter 2 

Theoretical and Methodological Frameworks 

2.1 Theory: the Interaction between Collective and Individual Memory 

 

Over the last three decades, memory studies have become an immense and popular, but also 

‘over-theorized’ field.  It is, nonetheless, very helpful for historians who are interested in 

memory to integrate influential theories. This study builds upon three ideas about collective 

and individual memory of Maurice Halbwachs, Aleida Assmann, and Bruno Benvindo and 

Evert Peeters. Some of the discussed historiography can also be integrated in this framework.  

The most important theories about collective memories stem from the French 

sociologist Maurice Halbwachs.
68

 Halbwachs considered memory as a selection and 

reconstruction of the past. He argued that all people exist in a social milieu (no one ever lives 

in total isolation) and that therefore, all memory is socially framed.
69

 In addition, Halbwachs 

also recognized the role of individuals in disseminating memories: “While the collective 

memory endures and draws strength from its base in a coherent body of people, it is 

individuals as group members who remember. While these remembrances are mutually 

supportive of each other and common to all, individual members still vary in the intensity 

with which they experience them.”
70

 So, according to Halbwachs, individual memories can 

differ, but individual and collective memory are not two separate entities. They are closely 

related. The idea that collective memory is socially framed and that political/collective 

stories cannot be separated from and interweave with personal memories has been integrated 

in many studies about war memories.
71

 This idea about the relation between individual and 

collective memory will also form the starting point of this research. 

Halbwachs’ ideas have been very influential, but scholars also criticized his vague 

term ‘collective memory’. Therefore, the German cultural scholar Aleida Assmann proposed 

to divide collective memory into four categories: individual, social, political, and cultural 

memory. Her fundamental idea here is that individual memories always interact with 

externalized representations. Furthermore, Assmann makes a distinction between individual 

and social memory on the one hand, and political and cultural memory on the other. This 

division will be explained more in detail, because it is important for this thesis. Assmann 

argued that individual and social memory are embodied. She explained the term ‘embodied’ 

by emphasizing that these forms of memory, individual and social memory, stem from 
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bottom-up. According to Assmann, the embodied forms of memory encompass human 

interactions which are primarily intergenerational.
72

  

In contrast, Assmann defined political (institutionalized) and cultural memory as 

‘mediated’. She stated that those memories have been created by a top-down structure and 

considered them as transgenerational.
73

 As this study will demonstrate, forced labor 

associations are often organized within intergenerational, embodied structures, but they are 

involved in the formation of transgenerational and mediated memories as well. Regarding 

transgenerational memory, historians also make a distinction between political and cultural 

memory. Political memory concerns material, institutional, and political forms of memory 

such as monuments and official remembrances. These forms of memory will be discussed in 

chapter four. Cultural memory concerns more public or social-cultural forms of memory 

such as literature, film, television, and radio. Some of these forms will be discussed in 

chapter six.
74

  

Chapter five investigates individual memories. This study follows the criticism made 

by, among others, the Belgian historians Bruno Benvindo and Evert Peeters. They mentioned 

that in many memory studies, it has been suggested that war victims themselves hardly 

played an active role in the creation of memories. This is also the case in the historiography 

of forced labor studies. Scholars such as Thonfeld
75

 and Arnaud
76

 emphasized how 

collective/national memories influenced individual narratives. Researchers such as 

Plaßwilm
77

 and Bories-Sawala
78

 underlined how personal memories of forced labor rely in 

the first place on biographical life courses. In sum, none of them explicitly discussed how 

specific individuals influenced public memories. Benvindo and Peeters, however, argued that 

the agency of individual witnesses needs to be emphasized in the formation of war 

memories.
79

 The agency of individual forced laborers will be discussed in chapter five. 
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Combining the approaches of Halbwachs, Assmann, and Benvindo and Peeters, this 

study considers forced labor associations as platforms or social communities that give 

individual forced laborers a common identity and a sense of group-belonging. Associations 

support them in dealing with a difficult past and telling their stories. As a result, the 

associations also create and disseminate memories of forced labor. Therefore, it is important 

to study how these memories have been formed from above (e.g. by political, societal, and 

commemorational contexts) and from below (e.g. by individual members). This research 

relies in the first place on the approach of Thonfeld and Arnaud who underlined the 

influence of collective/national memories on individual memories. By exploring individual 

memories that have been influential within the organizations, it also recognizes the 

individuality of individual accounts which has been emphasized by Plaßwilm and Bories-

Sawala. The international comparison and the combination of different theories and 

approaches will give new insights in memories of forced labor.  

It is important to keep in mind that many forced laborers went through a horrible 

time in Germany. Especially in the field of oral history, scholars discuss the limits of people 

to narrate traumatic experiences. They create awareness for the fact that some stories of 

trauma just cannot be told by survivors or cannot be understood or interpret by academics.
80

 

That some stories are not being told also demonstrates how memory, and associative 

memory in particular, is always a selection. 

  

2.2 Associations, Sources, and Methods 

 

This research investigates the most important forced labor associations in France and the 

Netherlands. In France, the largest and most important association exclusively for forced 

laborers was the Fédération Nationale des Déportés du Travail (FNDT, National Federation 

of Deported Laborers), which was founded in 1945. Due to a juridical decision that will be 

discussed later, the organization had to change its name into Fédération Nationale des 

Victimes et Rescapés des Camps Nazis du Travail Forcé (FNVRCNTF, National Federation 

of Victims and Survivors of Nazi Forced Labor Camps) in 1979. In 2007, the federation 

created the national Association pour la Mémoire de la Déportation du Travail Forcé 

(AMDTF, Association for the Memory of the Deportation of Forced Labor). Today, the two 

organizations work in cooperation but eventually, when there are no active forced laborers 

alive anymore, the association will succeed the work of the federation. The federation and 

association together form the main focus for the French memories. The FNDT has already 

been studied in its political, societal, and sometimes individual context by scholars such as 
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Bories-Sawala, Patrice Arnaud, and Raphaël Spina. Therefore, this thesis is partly based on 

their findings and partly on new research investigating how the organizations incorporated 

individual memories and disseminated collective memories to a broader public. Due to time 

limitations, it is not possible to study all the departmental associations
81

 of the FNDT, so the 

focus of this research will be on the national federation and the recent national association.  

For reasons that will be explained in the following chapter, Dutch forced labor 

associations are more fragmented than in France. Therefore, the four most visible 

organizations will be researched: the early Nederlandsch Verbond van Gerepatrieerden 

(NVVG, Dutch Union of Repatriates) which existed only from 1945 till 1947, the Vereniging 

ex-Dwangarbeiders Nederland (VDN, Union for former Forced Laborers) which existed 

from 1987 till 1999, the Stichting Deportatie Oktober 1944 Noord en Midden Limburg 

(SDOL, Association of Deportation October 1944 North and Central Limburg) which existed 

from 1994 till 2015, and the Stichting Dwangarbeiders Apeldoorn 1940-1945 (SDA, 

Association Forced Laborers Apeldoorn 1940-1945) which has existed since 2004. The 

Dutch cases thus consist of two nationally oriented and two regionally oriented associations. 

The main focus is, however, not on differences between the four Dutch organizations. 

Because this research has an international comparative approach, it rather searches for 

comparable ways of remembering and memories within the Dutch associations. Such an 

approach is necessary in order to compare Dutch and French memory cultures. It will, 

however, be discussed that memories of the NVVG often differ from memories of the other 

associations. All Dutch organizations have been briefly discussed in existing literature, but 

extensive source research has not been conducted.  

In researching memories of forced labor, this study uses a variety of primary sources. 

To investigate associations in a political and societal context, it explores documents and 

correspondences published or archived by the organizations themselves. The NVVG stands 

as an exception because the only available archival material of this associations concerns 

reports of their public meetings recorded by the police. To research individual memories that 

have been influential within the associations, ego-documents, such as memoirs or later 

published books and interviews will be used.
82

 To study which memories have been spread 

to a broader audience, brochures and websites, monuments, television or radio programs, 

exhibitions, documentaries, and information about school-projects have been analyzed. The 

source material for chapter four and six partly overlaps. Chapter six will, however, discuss 

the collective memories as produced by associations more in detail. The sources written or 

produced by associations and individuals can be criticized because they are non-reliable. 
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However, as this research does not search for reliability but for interpretations of the past by 

associations, the unreliability of the sources functions as an advantage. Only the sources used 

to study the NVVG are not produced by the association itself. They might be influenced by 

interpretations of police men who were investigating the NVVG. However, because the 

secret reports include many precise citations of what had been said during meetings, the 

sources also reveal some discourses of the association.   

Furthermore, information is also gathered in conversations with presidents and 

members of (former) forced labor associations and during observations of current 

remembrance practices. The conversations and observations serve to complement gaps in the 

literature and published sources about the organization, structure, and memories of the 

associations. The gathered information cannot always be considered reliable or 

representative. The insights might be subjective because of the chosen interviewees, the 

researcher’s personal interest or attention, and the fact that the commemorations have been 

selected by means of the time period available for research. To minimize this unreliability, 

the collected information has been verified with other sources in case they were available. In 

addition, the whole research does not strive for completeness, but it aims to discover and 

understand how French and Dutch associations have remembered forced labor. The results 

will give more insight in how memories of forced labor have been formed and developed in 

different contexts. 

In order to find the memory narratives, two main methods have been used: 1) a 

political interpretative reading focused on actions and initiatives of organizations as well as 

individual forced laborers, and 2) a cultural representational reading focused on the 

presentation of a story to a broader audience.
83

 The most important methodology of this 

research will therefore be a textual narrative analysis which aims to research the sources 

within their specific historical context. As is often the case in memory studies, this thesis 

searches for recurring themes in memories of forced labor organizations and their most 

important (meta) narratives and discourses. A narrative can be described as “one of the ways 

by which people make sense of experience and communicate it to others”
84

. Discourses are 

specific messages within a narrative.
85

 In this research, the experience concerns the departure 

to and the work in the Third Reich, as well as the return in France or the Netherlands. The 

experiences can be communicated by forced laborers themselves, but also by their family, 

other members of the associations or ‘outsiders’. Themes concern, for instance, daily life, 

difficult working circumstances, sabotage, contacts with other labor conscripts, trauma, or 
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patriotism. In addition to themes and narratives, the exploration of textual sources also 

focuses on, for instance, recurring key concepts, binary distinctions, the plot, and 

metaphors.
86

  

Some sources, for instance monuments or exhibitions, also require a visual analysis. 

In the analysis of those visual sources, the idea is similar to the analysis of textual sources: 

which themes do they represent and how? Images can, for instance, evoke certain themes, 

feelings or associations. Due to time limitations and a lack of enough comparable visual 

sources, this research focuses on content-analysis. Its focus is not on how the visual 

representations have been made and how they were received.
87

 Some visual sources that 

reflect the themes, narratives, and discourses of the associations will be included to clarify 

the analysis.  

Furthermore, special attention will be paid to the terms and definitions that 

organizations use to describe forced labor(ers). In general, scholars of forced labor 

categorize forced laborers in three main groups: prisoners of war, civilians, and Jews who 

were forced to work in or nearby concentration camps.
88

 Precisely because this research 

focuses on memory, the analysis of different interpretations of terms as ‘forced laborer’ by 

associations is of great importance. The forced labor associations discussed in this research 

especially remember civilian forced laborers and thus often exclude PoWs and Jews. In 

addition, different associations also use different terms to describe the civilian forced 

laborers. As mentioned in the introduction, the French federation often refers to deportees 

whereas Dutch associations refer more often to forced workers or victims. The use of 

different terms can often be related to aims of the associations and political or societal 

debates. In France, for instance, the terms ‘deportee’ and ‘deportation’ became highly 

contested when, in 1979, the court of cassation prohibited the French forced laborers to use 

or describe themselves as deported persons so they would not have the same status as 

returnees of concentration camps and PoWs.
89

 In France as well as the Netherlands, 

associations have discussed about definitions of voluntary and compulsory laborers.
90

 Which 

terms and definitions associations use thus says something on how they remember, what is 

important in their memories, and who is included and excluded. Therefore, it forms a very 

important focal point of this research.  
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Chapter 3 

Forced Labor in the Third Reich and Postwar Memory 

It is impossible to understand memories of forced labor without knowing the history of 

forced labor. That is why this chapter firstly provides an introduction on what happened 

during the war and secondly on the period after the war. The history of forced labor during 

WWII can roughly be divided into two periods. The first period began after the German 

invasions and the second with the implementation of labor conscription by Sauckel in 1942. 

After a brief international overview that touches upon differences between Eastern and 

Western occupied territories, the particularities of forced labor in the Netherlands and France 

will be highlighted. The second part of this chapter gives an overview of the French and 

Dutch repatriation, the European postwar memory cultures of forced labor, and an 

introduction of the researched associations.  

 

3.1 History of Forced Labor in Nazi Germany  

 

The history of foreigners working in Germany during WWII started already before the 

occupation of France and the Netherlands in 1940. When Germany invaded Poland in 

September 1939, it had calculated that the mobilization of German soldiers would cause a 

labor shortage. Foreign laborers were the solution to this problem. As a result, by the 

summer of 1940, 700,000 Poles were employed in Germany. When Germany occupied 

Western European countries, its PoWs as well as volunteers were also employed in German 

industries. The problem seemed solved, but a German victory did not come easily and 

additional German soldiers were drafted between May 1941 and May 1942. Again, Germany 

faced a labor shortage. That is why in February 1942, the Nazi politician Fritz Sauckel
91

 

became responsible for the recruitment of foreign workers, in the function of 

Generallbevollmächtiger für den Arbeitseinsatz. His policy started in Eastern occupied 

territories, but turned increasingly westward in the course of 1942.
92

 

 There was a fundamental difference between labor recruitment in Eastern and 

Western Europe. In Eastern Europe, Germans organized the labor recruitment. In Western 

countries, national and local labor administrations themselves organized the German 

demands for workers, often in collaboration with the occupier. The demands followed no 

preconceived plan, but were developed during the war. They constituted of different forms. 

In 1941 and 1942, Germany installed forced labor on national territories. As a result of the 

great German military reverses in Soviet Russia since April 1942, factories were screened 

and workers were ordered to go to Germany and other territories of the German Reich such 

as Poland, Austria, and Norway. In the context of total war, draft-year actions were launched 
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from May to September 1943. Now, men between eighteen and thirty-five years old were 

conscripted. After France and Belgium were liberated in the summer of 1944, the 

Netherlands faced a tragic and final form of labor deportation: massive round-ups.
93

  

 Another difference between forced laborers from Eastern and Western Europe is that 

Eastern European workers, due to their Slavic race, usually faced more discriminatory 

regulations than Western workers. Despite relatively better salaries and treatment, Western 

European workers also faced poor housing conditions, insufficient food and sanitary 

services, exhausting working hours and severe (arbitrary) German regulations. All forced 

laborers especially suffered a lot from the Allied bombardments towards the end of the war, 

because the majority of them ended up in factories in industrial German areas. However, 

some of them were also employed in family enterprises such as farms and bakeries. They 

often enjoyed better conditions.
94

 Of course, within these generalities, individual experiences 

could strongly differ. Furthermore, the history of forced labor in Western European occupied 

countries is not exactly similar. In order to understand the Dutch and French memory 

cultures of forced labor, it is important to know more about what happened during the first 

and second period of forced labor in WWII and which situations are particular for the 

countries researched in this study. 

 The first important difference between France and the Netherlands is that the 

Netherlands has a history of economic emigration whereas France has a tradition of 

economic immigration.
95

 Connecting to the tradition of economic migration, the Dutch 

historian Sijes started his monograph on forced labor of Dutch people with a pre-history of 

economic depression and high unemployment in the 1930s. Sijes contrasted this situation 

with Germany. Since Hitler had taken over power in 1933, the unemployment in Germany 

had strongly declined. In 1936, the demand for skilled laborers was even higher than the 

supply, so German authorities began to requisition laborers from surrounding countries. The 

Dutch government, on the other hand, attempted to stimulate ‘fitting’ employment for Dutch 

laborers in Germany by negotiating contracts. As the German need for workers increased 

from 1937 onward, more and more unemployed Dutch workers were ordered to go to 

Germany with a certain compulsion, also from Dutch authorities.
96

 

 The Dutch capitulation in May 1940 changed the German-Dutch arrangements. Until 

1942, however, unemployed workers were first still encouraged and later more and more 

forced to work in Germany. In order to organize this labor migration, the German occupier 

set up a State Labor Bureau that began to function on 1 May 1941. Aiming to combat 
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unemployment, the high Dutch civil servant R.A. Verwey, who became leader of the 

ministry of social affairs in August 1940
97

 also became responsible for the Arbeidsinzet 

organized by the national and provincial State Labor Bureaus. In addition, the German 

occupier launched a propaganda campaign for sending agricultural workers to Eastern 

Europe. Because many workers refused, a regulation came into existence that made it 

possible to arrest unwilling workers and send them to penal camps in the Netherlands. Until 

the summer of 1942, 227,000 unemployed workers left the Netherlands for Germany. In 

France, unemployment was lower so less unemployed workers went to Germany during this 

first phase before labor conscription was launched in 1942.
98

  

A second difference that characterizes France compared to the Netherlands in this 

first phase is the captivity of French PoWs. At the end of 1940, all Dutch and Norwegian 

PoWs were sent home, but the French had to remain in Germany to work.
99

 Another, third, 

specific characteristic of the French situation, also outlined by the Belgian historian Lagrou, 

was the desire of Vichy France
100

 "to sustain at least the appearance of holding initiative in 

German-French relations, to demonstrate that the collaboration d'Etat was a beneficial 

tradeoff, rather than a systematic bowing to German ukazes".
101

 In contrast to Verwey who 

cooperated with the German installation of labor offices "to prevent a complete 

nazification"
102

, Pierre Laval, the French prime minister of Vichy who was in contact with 

Sauckel, declared on 22 June 1942 that he wished for a German victory. In the same speech, 

Laval called for the Relève, or 'relief'. This was an appeal for voluntary workers. 

Theoretically, the idea behind the Relève was that for every three skilled workers who would 

leave to Germany, a PoW (needed in the French agricultural sector) would be liberated. In 

practice, the exchange rate was even worse and some factories even forced individual 

workers to go to Germany.
103

  

 The second phase of the official labor conscription for employed workers 

commenced in the course of 1942. In the Netherlands, employed workers were forced to go 

to Germany from March 1942 onward. Dutch authorities were not informed of the 

preliminary discussions leading to conscription and the administration increasingly Nazified. 

Examples of this new phase are the 'combing-out' actions, a selective conscription based on 
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the selection of workers from individual factories, and the mentioned age-group actions. 

These measures met increasing opposition from Dutch citizens. The Dutch resistance 

organization
104

 specialized in helping labor conscripts to go into hiding. Consequently, from 

the second half of 1943 onward less and less workers were rounded up. This situation 

unsatisfied the Germans and Sauckel came up with new demands for more workers. The 

results of the invasion of Normandy in June 1944 created a new situation in which Hitler 

also ordered Dutch citizens to work in the Netherlands itself. After the battle of Arnhem in 

September 1944, half of the country was liberated. To meet their demands of labor, the 

Germans turned to large-scale raids in the still occupied areas. For example, on 10 and 11 

November in Rotterdam, 50,000 male inhabitants were deported.
105

    

 In France, the picture of this second phase is not exactly similar. As Paris was 

already liberated at the end of August 1944, France did not suffer such large-scale round-ups 

as the Netherlands. Historians consider the law of 4 September 1942, by which Vichy 

proclaimed obligatory labor service for men aged eighteen to fifty and single women aged 

twenty-one thirty-five, as the start of the formal labor conscription in France.
106

 This law is 

also called the 'forced relief'.
107

 Due to this specific policy, PoWs and labor conscripts 

became transformed into interchangeable bodies. In February 1943, Vichy established the 

system of requisition to Germany based on age groups by another law called Service du 

Travail Obligatoire (STO). After demands of Sauckel, many more actions applying this law 

followed. The French resistance also aimed at helping workers to hide, but this only really 

functioned from April 1944 onward.
108

 It is impossible to give the exact numbers of workers 

who were deported to Germany during the war, but the table of Lagrou (see figure 1) gives 

an impression of the impact of the age-actions in 1943 and the beginning of 1944. As stated 

in the introduction of this research, out of the ten to fifteen million foreign forced laborers in 

the German Reich, 600,000 to 650,000 were recruited French civilians (from 1942 to 1945) 

and 500,000 to 600,000 were Dutch civilians (from 1940 to 1945).
109
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3.2 Difficult Return, Forgotten Memories, and the Post-War Associations  

 

At the end of WWII, more than eleven million non-German Europeans were stuck in the 

territory of the former Third Reich. These so-called displaced persons (DPs) all had to be 

repatriated. This became a huge operation in which not only national governments, but also 

the Allied forces and the Red Cross played an important role. Among the DPs were Jewish 

persecuted persons, prisoners of war, and civilian laborers. Western European DPs in West 

Germany were relatively close to their homeland, but others found themselves far more to 

the East, for instance in Poland or Russia.
110

 Statistics differ per country, but as Lagrou 

demonstrated, the French government estimated in November 1945 that thirty-three percent 

of all the French repatriates were workers. The Dutch government reconstructed in 1946 that 

almost all of their repatriates were workers, namely ninety-two percent (see figure 2). As the 

repatriates had been away from their homeland for one, two, or even three years, they were 

also seen as opportunities for political recruitment.
111
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 Especially the French repatriation needs to be studied in this context of political 

recruitment and propaganda. As figure 2 demonstrates, preparations for repatriation already 

started in the spring of 1943. In short, preparing for liberation, political resistance 

movements in Algiers, in which for example François Mitterrand
112

 and General De 

Gaulle
113

 played an important role, competed with Vichy France to protect the PoWs and 

civilian laborers. A crucial aspect of this political and ideological competition can be found 

in rhetoric. As Lagrou elaborately explained, the leader of Vichy France Marshal Philippe 

Pétain, spoke of those two groups as ‘exiles’, whereas De Gaulle attacked this term by 

exposing its euphemistic use. He did this by replacing it with the term ‘deportees’.
114

 This 

history is of vital importance in understanding the postwar memories of the forced labor 

associations. To arrange the future repatriation, De Gaulle appointed Henri Frénay
115

 as 

commissioner for repatriation. Frénay strongly supported the deportation-discourse of De 

Gaulle. As a result, all repatriates became interchangeable under the umbrella of 

deportation.
116

 

 Compared to France, the Dutch repatriation was ineffective and eventually failed. In 

October 1943, the technocrat and manager G.F. Ferweda became the head of a Dutch 
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Commission for Repatriation. However, the unforeseen halt of the Allied liberation cutting 

the Dutch territory into two, made it very difficult for Ferweda to operate from a distance 

and many conflicts arose. In addition, the hunger, scarcity, and round-ups that the occupied 

part of the Netherlands faced during the last months of occupation, further complicated the 

chaotic repatriation. The Dutch forced laborers themselves also experienced this difference 

as they were repatriated several weeks later than the French (and Belgian) DPs. The situation 

at the arrival stations also differed. Whereas the Great Hall of the Gare d´Orsay in Paris was 

transformed into a welcome center, a warm welcome in the Amsterdam Central station was 

very exceptional. Immediately after their arrival, the forced laborers who aimed to return to 

Amsterdam, were registered with a ‘V’ (for voluntary) or an ‘O’ (onvrijwillig, involuntary). 

This essential distinction was decided on the spot. Furthermore, it is important to mention 

that among the other war-victims of the last months of the war, the Dutch labor deportees 

were not so much seen as a different group and not ‘used’ for political recruitment, as was 

the case in France.
117

  

 Nonetheless, the differences between the French and Dutch repatriation of forced 

laborers should not be exaggerated. Individual experiences differ, but in general, former 

forced laborers were welcomed with great suspicion, not only in the Netherlands but also in 

France. There were big fears for the thousands of underfed and ill men from Germany. The 

fears were not only physically, but also morally. People doubted the loyalty and patriotism of 

the labor repatriates, and sometimes they were even accused of collaboration with the 

enemy. The idea that they had to be ‘re-socialized’ was widespread.
 118

  

 These unfavorable circumstances, personal shame, and the fact that nations had to be 

rebuilt after war-devastations resulted in the fact that many forced laborers did not speak 

about their experiences in the Third Reich. Their memories were silenced and repressed.
119

 

Not only did the forced laborers themselves not speak about their experiences, they were also 

marginalized in commemorations of national governments. Historians like Bories-Sawala 

also spoke of a hierarchy of victims that arose. In postwar war memories, survivors of 

concentration camps were ‘on top’ of this hierarchy. First, this concerned political deportees 

such as resistance fighters, but since the 1970s, more and more attention has been given to 
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the Jewish victims. The next group in the hierarchy were PoWs, followed by, at the bottom, 

labor conscripts.
120

 

 Seen from an international European perspective, the marginalization and (lack of) 

recognition of forced laborers in postwar societies has differed.
121

 Similar to many other 

countries, the national war memories in, for example, Norway focused on militaries and 

resistance fighters until the 1980s. Commemorations as well as historians ignored the history 

of forced labor. However, the history of forced labor was not completely forgotten. During 

the war, Norway was the only occupied country having labor camps for forced workers and 

PoWs from Russia and Poland. The history of those camps has certainly been remembered in 

postwar Norway, but only on a local level. Initiatives to remember forced labor grew after 

the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989.
122

 In some Eastern European countries, for instance 

Bulgaria, the communist party strongly influenced the memory of forced labor during the 

war. They aimed at representing former labor conscripts as heroes instead of victims, which 

was actually how forced laborers themselves wanted to be described.
123

 For this research, a 

relevant general contrast between Eastern and Western Europe is that interest-groups for 

forced laborers did not emerge in postwar communists Eastern European societies.
124

 Until 

the fall of communism, the forced laborers had to cope with their traumas on an individual 

level and could often not talk about their experiences.
125

  

 The associations discussed in this research can thus be considered a specific Western 

European phenomena. However, it is of vital importance to see these associations as 

exceptional too: they offered a part of the forced laborers a platform to deal with their 

traumatic experiences in a historical and actual context in which many individuals as well as 

the public opinion have silenced their history. Due to this context, all organizations discussed 

in this research stress the importance of remembering forced labor and laborers so their 

history will not be forgotten by themselves nor by future generations.
126

 For instance, “nous 

n’oublierons jamais” (we will never forget) forms a recurring phrase of the French 
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federation.
127

 Another important commonality of associations is that they aimed at helping 

former forced laborers and their families to deal with a difficult past. Reunions and trips to 

places of former forced labor camps in Germany support(ed) individuals in working through 

their traumatic experiences. These characteristics also explain the generational structures of 

forced labor associations. For most of the time, forced laborers themselves or their children 

lead and take part in forced labor associations.
128

 In principle, the forced labor organizations 

claim to be apolitical and non-religious. However, in reality (political) connections and 

affiliations existed and played a role from time to time.
129

 

 The origins of the French forced labor associations can also be found in political 

initiatives. During the repatriation in 1945, the French forced laborers were welcomed by the 

National Federation of Deported Workers and their Families. This federation was created in 

March 1945, after the fusion between a federation
130

 that functioned within the National 

Movement of PoWs and Deportees of Mitterrand and a federation
131

 created at the instigation 

of Frénay. In November 1945, Georges Beauchamp
132

 became the president of the federation 

now officially called the Fédération Nationale des Déportés du Travail (FNDT).
133

 The 

federation became the only and powerful organization for forced laborers in France. It can 

thus be considered as the only social environment in which deported laborers could develop 

their memories. In its first years, the FNDT claimed to have about 400,000 members. Due to 

its political origins, the federation has functioned as the covering organ of about eighty 

departmental associations. Its long lifespan is remarkable. Only the Belgian federation, 

which ceased to exist in 2003, existed for such a long time. The president of the FNDT was 

the ‘pillar’ of the organization.
134

 Especially the former forced worker Jean-Louis Forest, 

who was president between 1951 and 2001, had a considerable influence on the 

association.
135

 In 2007, the federation created the Association pour la Mémoire de la 

Déportation du Travail Forcé (AMDTF). As the current president Nicole Godard
136

 

explained, this association is national and thus functions without departmental associations. 

For the moment, they operate parallel to federation (FNVRCNTF or ex-FNDT) but in the 
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future they will continue the work of the federation to keep the memory of forced labor 

alive.
137

    

 In its first years, the FNDT had brief contacts with a Dutch counterpart that was 

established on 7 September 1945: the Nederlandsch Verbond van Gerepatrieerden (NVVG). 

In contrast to the FNDT, the NVVG was not founded out of political, but private initiatives. 

The organization brought up three main topics: the rejecting attitude of the Dutch population 

towards forced laborers, problems regarding ‘border-workers’ who had left to Germany 

before the war broke out, and the problems of not getting back the so-called ‘grensgelden’: 

salaries earned in Germany which laborers had to hand in when they repatriated, because 

German money was not allowed on Allied territories. Because the Dutch government did not 

recognize nor wanted to negotiate with the NVVG, it was dissolved already in the course of 

1947.
138 

After forty years of silence in which there was no social community for forced 

laborers, the Vereniging ex-Dwangarbeiders (VDN) was established in 1987. Interestingly, 

the initiatives for the foundation of this interest group did not come from the Netherlands 

itself. The idea was instigated during a German conference about forced labor in Bückeberg 

(Germany) in which Dutch forced laborers were invited to participate. The VDN strived for 

processing (‘verwerking’) of the war-experiences of forced laborers, compensations, and 

recognition of the government. The organization consisted of fourteen regional departments. 

Although its members grew quickly, from 250 in 1988 to 2500 in 1990, the majority of the 

labor conscripts were never affiliated to this association. From its foundation until 1997, the 

former forced laborer Aart Pontier was the president. He became the figurehead of the 

organization. Pontier was succeeded by Albert den Hartog until the VDN was dissolved and 

became part of the Stichting Burgeroorlogsgetroffenen (SBO, Association of Civilian War 

Bereaved) in 1999.
139

  

In the 1990s and the beginning of the twenty-first century, regional associations for 

forced laborers came into existence as well. The two most visible of them will be analyzed in 

this research. Fifty years after round-ups took place in Limburg, in 1994, the Stichting 

Deportatie Oktober 1944 Noord- en Midden Limburg (SDOL) was founded.
140

 The 

association not only aimed at helping the deported laborers with their traumas and 

establishing memorials, but also took the initiative for academic historical research on the 
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deportations and following experiences of forced labor.
141

 In 2015, the association was 

dissolved because there were fewer and fewer forced laborers still alive, and the board felt 

that the history was sufficiently ‘anchored’ by disclosing an archive and by placing a lot of – 

all similar- monuments in publicly owned land.
142

 

 The only forced labor associations that is still active in the Netherlands is the 

Stichting Dwangarbeiders Apeldoorn 1940-1945 (SDA). The SDA was officially founded in 

2004, but already at the end of the 1990s, its president Arend Disberg became engaged with 

the history of the round-ups in Apeldoorn in 1944 and the following deportation to the 

German labor camp Rees. His father was a forced laborer himself. When he became ill, his 

father started to talk about his horrible experiences in Rees. Thereafter, Disberg published a 

call in the local newspaper and listened for years to the silenced history of more than two 

hundred former forced laborers in Apeldoorn who coped with traumas and shame.
143

 

Compared to the other associations, the establishment of the SDA thus seems to have the 

most personal cause. These brief introductions on the associations form the starting point for 

the analysis of memories of forced labor that will be discussed in the following chapters of 

this research.  
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Chapter 4 

Memories and Associations in Political and Societal Contexts 

The introductory chapter made clear that the repatriation of French forced laborers was 

strongly influenced by opportunities for political recruitment and especially by the ambitions 

of politicians who had been active in the resistance. The FNDT was a result of this policy as 

it was founded by French ministries. The Dutch repatriation was less politicized as the 

organization was led by the technocrat Verwey. Repatriated Dutch workers also got little 

attention from the government. In May 1946, for example, the council of ministers ignored 

an open letter of the NVVG. This characterizes the relation between the Dutch political 

authorities and the forced laborers in the immediate postwar period.
144

 Since the 1970s, the 

societal and political attention for WWII increased. The changed context made it possible for 

the forced laborers to found the VDN.
145

 

This chapter firstly elaborates on the political and societal contexts in which forced 

labor associations came up. It explains how those contexts, and especially the relations with 

politics, have influenced the memories of forced labor associations. Secondly, this chapter 

compares the remembrance practices of the associations. These practices have many 

similarities, but they also reflect differences that can be explained by the different contexts in 

which they have operated. 

 

4.1 Recognition and Compensation  

4.1.1 The French Combat for ‘Déporté du Travail’: a Political and Juridical Memory 

   

During the colloquium that was held in Caen in 2001, the director of the National Office of 

Old Combatants, Serge Barcellini, talked about the memories of the French STO. He 

distinguished three memory periods. The first period, which he called the ‘times of 

certainty’, ran from 1945 to 1950.
146

 In May 1950, the Assembly voted unanimously for the 

statute of Déporté du Travail (Deported Laborer). However, already in July 1950, two 

amendments were accepted which deprived the labor conscripts of their title ‘deported 

worker’ and accompanying financial privileges.
147

 These events announced the beginning of 

a political and later judicial combat for the title of déporté du travail which eventually closed 

bitterly in 1992, when the president of the court of cassation decided that the federation 
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could not use the words ‘deportation’ and ‘deportee’ anymore. As a consequence, the 

federation had to change the name of its journal, Le D.T (Déporté du Travail). The journal 

became Le Proscrit (the ‘outcast’).
148

  

By this time, the second memory period Barcellini distinguished, which he called 

‘the times of disillusions’ (related to the need to combat for the title ‘deportee’) had already 

ended in 1981. This year can be related to the election of François Mitterrand as president of 

the French Republic. Because Mitterrand was an old PoW, minister of repatriates, and a 

‘friend’ of the FNDT, the federation expected his support for their combat for the title of 

deported worker and political recognition. However, Mitterrand did not change the judicial 

charges against the forced laborers about using the terms ‘deportees’ and ‘deportation’. 

Therefore, in retrospect, Barcellini called the third period from 1981 onward a ‘time of 

bitterness’.
149

 This brief overview demonstrated how the French history of forced labor 

became deeply interwoven with political and later even judicial debates. In order to 

understand why these debates took place and how they affected the memories of the FNDT, 

the three periods of Barcellini will be discussed more in depth.  

The repatriation organized by Frénay united the three main groups of DPs, namely 

returnees from KZ-camps including political and racial prisoners, PoWs, and forced laborers. 

This unity perfectly reflected the immediate postwar objectives of the French government, 

namely to unite all French people in order to prevent a communist take-over. An important 

aspect of this ‘national reconstruction’ was to create an idea of collective resistance. The 

image of a collective resistance would stay in the French collective memory till the 1970s.
150

 

As a result of this unifying policy, the repatriates held diverse manifestations together in 

1946 and 1947. However, complete equality was impossible. Especially in the press, 

political prisoners such as resistance fighters claimed to be the most patriotic and raised 

questions about the status of voluntary and forced laborers. Because some laborers departed 

voluntary, resistance fighters did not find the term ‘deportation’ adequate.
151

 In 

commemorations as well, a hierarchy among the repatriates became visible. An explanation 

for this hierarchy is given by Bories-Sawala who stated that the different repatriates all 

aimed at distinguishing themselves because they felt ‘stragglers’
152

 after their return. 

Resistance fighters and PoWs were also favored by the government, for instance in 

November 1945 when De Gaulle ‘forgot’ to invite the forced laborers at a ceremony. The 
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commemoration at Compiègne in August 1946 was the last where all repatriates were 

united.
153

 

 Despite the fact that the unity of the repatriates was very short, it would become a 

very important discourse in the memory of the FNDT. The political context emphasizing 

unity and resistance, and the societal context in which repatriates felt ‘stragglers’ strongly 

influenced the first national congress of the FNDT in October 1945. During this congress, 

the president of that time, Beauchamp, especially highlighted that the federation was about 

recruiting people and defending the honor of the deported workers. A poster published in 

1945 called ‘Ils sont unis. Ne les divisez pas!’ (They are united. Do not divide them!, picture 

3) became of great importance for the recruitment of members and future memory of the 

FNDT because the image symbolized the common sorrows of PoWs, political deportees, and 

deported workers. During the conference in 1945, the forced laborers were also encouraged 

to send texts that proved actions of patriotism and resistance of themselves and their 

friends.
154

  

 

The narratives of unity and patriotism thus became a part of the combat of the FNDT 

to regain the title ‘deported workers’. Furthermore, the battle and calls for unity and 

patriotism also served to preserve the unity within the federation itself as it reconciled the 

communists and non-communists towards a common cause. As a result of the amendments 
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of July 1950, the new president of the FNDT, Jean-Louis Forest, intensively attempted to 

regain the title through parliament. Despite his lobbying with deputes, senators, and other 

associations of deportees, the federation was only supported by certain individuals on the 

political left. According to the French historian Arnaud, the most unfaltering support came 

from the communists.
155

 Strong opposition came, for instance, from a Gaullist depute who 

was the widow of a deported man who died in Buchenwald and from deputes with 

connections to the resistance. The arrival of the fifth French Republic in 1958 ended the 

hopes of the FDNT to regain their title, but the FNDT nevertheless pursued its battle.
156

   

 The memory of the federation was and would remain strongly influenced by this 

combat for the title of deportee. First of all, the memories of forced labor as produced by the 

FNDT have been built around historical, legal, and commemorational ‘evidence’ that proves 

that forced laborers were actually deported war victims. The FNDT has often recalled how, 

during the war, the resistance itself even spoke of a deportation. Another historical evidence 

is the ‘bilan’ (final result or balance), or the numbers of people who were deported and died 

during the war. This forms a recurring element in the memory of the FNDT (picture 3a). The 

commemorative disc of 1965 not only illustrates references to the ‘bilan’, but also that the 

FNDT often referred to acts of sabotage in defense of their honor and patriotism. Spina even 

spoke of a resistance memory.
157

 The defensive nature of the combat explains the often 

militant tone of the associative memory. Especially due to the lack of political and societal 

support /attention for forced laborers, the federation has spoken in terms of falsification of 

history and the need for historical truth.
158

 The legal evidence can be found in recurring 

references to the laws of September 1942 and February 1943. Furthermore, the Nuremberg 

trial in 1946, in which deportations and German violations were discussed and Sauckel was 

convicted of war crimes against humanity, became important as well. The second part of this 

chapter will discuss the commemorational evidence. Probably because the forced laborers 

did not regain the title of deportee, these discourses remained important and more or less 

unchanged for decades.
159
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The mentioned discourses will be explained more in detail in the following chapters, 

but the brochure Pourquoi nous sommes des Victimes de la Deportation du Travail (why are 

we victims of the labor deportation) that was published in 1961 by the departmental 

association of Paris forms a perfect illustration of this narrative. In its preface and later on, 

the brochure highlighted that during the Nuremberg trial in 1946, Sauckel was accused of 

(war) crimes against humanity, and that he was sentenced to death. Afterwards, the brochure 

informed its readers about the origins and the organization of the labor deportation. It also 

aimed to clear up misconceptions about the life of deported workers in Germany. Contrary to 

what many people thought, labor conscripts had a very difficult life in the Third Reich. There 

was, for instance, too little food and no hygiene. Again, citations of Nuremberg were being 

brought up to prove that “those facts show that we did not have a vie en rose”.
160

 Almost one 

fourth of the brochure was devoted to honor and patriotism. In this part, acts of sabotage, 

discipline camps, and postwar commemorations were recalled. It also contained a list of 

French deported workers who were sentenced to death because, according to the Germans, 

they ‘gave preference to the enemy’.
161

 Or in other words: they resisted against the German 

occupier.   
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 From the 1970s onward, the issues of the title became more complicated and 

disappointing. This was not only because of the lack of political support of Mitterrand, but 

also because of an increasing (international) attention for Jewish victimhood. As a 

consequence, French deportees were no longer associated with resistance fighters who died 

in concentration camps, but with (old) Jewish people and their children. The Jewish 

victimhood added a ‘new’ group of visible opponents to the FNDT and their combat for the 

title of deportee.
162

 In 1974, five associations of deportees continued the battle in a juridical 

way. They aimed to deprive the forced laborers of their status as deportees and to prove that 

they were higher in the hierarchy of war victims. In 1979, the court decided that the FNDT 

could not use ‘déporté du travail’ in its name anymore. In 1982, the federation therefore 

became the Fédération Nationale des Victimes et Rescapes des Camps Nazis du Travail 

Forcé (FNVRCNTF, or ex-FNDT).
163

 However, the federation still continued its battle 

considering the new name as just a ‘temporary title’.
164

 Even after the court decided in 1992 

that the ex-FNDT had to change the title of its journal, the new journal Le Proscrit often 

used the forbidden expressions ‘deportee(s)’ and ‘deportation’.
165

  

 In addition to the periodization of Barcellini, a fourth period can be added that 

started in 2006 when Jean Chaize succeeded Forest as president of the federation. On the one 

hand, Chaize continued the old battle for the title, but on the other, he was more open 

towards political negotiation. He broke, for example, with previous presidents by admitting 

the inexactitude of the ‘sacred number’ of 60,000 deceased forced laborers.
166

 As a result of 

Chaize’s policy, the labor conscripts obtained the title ‘victime du travail forcé en Allemagne 

nazie’ (victim of forced labor in Nazi Germany) in 2008. Although it was unsatisfying for 

the federation and its forced laborers, this event ‘closed’ the long-lasting combat.
167

 As the 

term ‘deportation’ is also in the name of the AMDTF, some children of forced laborers and 

members of the new association still pursue the battle for recognition as deportees. For 

others, for example president Godard, the title is not that important anymore. It seems to 

have become more important for the association to obtain political and societal recognition 

for the inhuman experiences forced laborers faced and the related crimes committed by 

Vichy and Nazi Germany.
168

 An article written by Chaize in Le Proscrit forms a good 

example of this changing goal. He wrote in 2012 that their ‘last combat had started’. 
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Contrary to Mitterrand, Chaize recalled that Chirac and Hollande had recognized the crimes 

committed by the Vichy regime. However, the public powers as well as the media had 

ignored the seventieth anniversary of the law of 4 September 1942. So their next combat was 

for recognition of and attention for the seventieth anniversary of the law of February 1943 in 

2013.
169

 

4.1.2 The Dutch Combat for Recognition as War Victim: a Societal Memory 

 

Similar to the French associative memory culture, Dutch associations also strived for 

recognition and public attention. This started immediately after the repatriation. Several 

public meetings of the NVVG indicated that the forced laborers felt abandoned by the 

government and the Dutch population.
170

 They were especially disappointed because during 

the repatriation, the Dutch forced laborers discovered that their Belgian and French 

counterparts got packages of the Red Cross and were received with enthusiasm.
171

 The Dutch 

government, on the contrary, had organized nothing except for the ingestion of the 

grensgelden (border money). The Dutch population in general was not enthusiastic at all 

about their return, blaming the labor conscripts for example to be ‘weaklings’ or ‘softies’.  In 

order to prove that the labor conscripts had been ‘goede Nederlanders’ (good Dutch people), 

the NVVG emphasized how difficult it was to go into hiding before conscription and 

especially how much they sabotaged in Germany. For example, the following, probably a 

little exaggerated, expression of a NVVG-member caused a thunderous applause: “We are 

the people who made Germany stagger. The factories in Germany became a thrilling 

demonstration due to our sabotage. The Netherlands had its own underground. In Germany 

this underground certainly existed!”
172

   

  Although the repatriation in France and the Netherlands differed, the immediate 

postwar memories of the FNDT and NVVG both narrated about acts of sabotage to prove 

patriotism. However, whereas the FNDT became highly politicized and its memories 

remained more or less unchanged, the NVVG was ignored by politics. As a result, the 
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NVVG as well as its way of remembering forced labor ceased to exist in 1947.
173

 It was only 

from the 1980s onward that new associations for forced laborers were founded. Dutch 

historians argued that the VDN became possible because of a social context since the 1970s 

in which the attention for the war in general and the recognition for victimhood increased.
174

 

As a consequence, more and more particularistic initiatives aroused to recognize ‘forgotten’ 

war victims, in particular Jewish victims.
175

  

The German compensation initiatives during the 1990s and 2000s also played an 

important role in the establishment of new Dutch associations. In general, the restitutions 

caused a lot of bitterness and disappointment for individual forced laborers. The focus of the 

German compensation program was mostly on national governments, Jewish victims, and 

Eastern European forced laborers. Only since 1996, individual Western European forced 

laborers could apply for compensation. The EVZ made it possible for individual forced 

laborers from Western Europe to obtain compensation through the International 

Organization for Migration (IOM) whose headquarters were located in Geneva. Associations 

were often involved in the application processes. However, 77.58 percent of the French 

demands and 88.90 percent of the Dutch demands were declined.
176

 Although nationalities of 

both countries experienced a high decline rate, the compensation has been a more important 

issue for Dutch associations than for the French. After all, the French priority during the 

1990s was still to be recognized as victims of labor deportation which was a problem of 

honor. The FNDT was not so much interested in the German compensations, because they 

were about money.
177

 For the Dutch associations and its members, the recognition through 

German compensations was not only perceived as a material recognition, but even more as a 

symbolic recognition and an aspect of reconciliation.
178

 

 The culture of victimhood and the disappointments caused by the German 

compensation initiatives have strongly influenced Dutch memories on forced labor as 

produced by the VDN, SDOL, and SDA. In contrast to the NVVG, the primary goal of the 

new Dutch associations was not to be recognized as patriotic citizens, but to be recognized as 

war victims. In addition, it was extremely painful that the IOM had often not recognized the 
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miserable circumstances that deported workers faced in the German camps.
179

 Therefore, 

memories of forced labor during the war produced by the more recent Dutch associations 

have not focused on acts of sabotage, but on hard work, miserable circumstances, and 

humiliation faced by labor conscripts on the way to Germany, in camps, and after their 

return.
180

 The inscriptions on the SDA monument in Apeldoorn and the VDN monument in 

The Hague illustrate this narrative as they respectively evoke the violation of human dignity 

and the fact that the forced laborers had to strive for recognition themselves, even though 

they were victims (picture 4 and 5).  

 

In particular the VDN strived for understanding of the situation of forced laborers 

who were not deported as a result of round-ups.
181

 A good example of this narrative forms 
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the book Het Slavenhuis. Hoe was het leven van een dwangarbeider in de Tweede 

Wereldoorlog? (The Slave House. How was the life of a forced laborer during WWII?) 

published by the VDN in 1993. The author stated that forced laborers were ‘no one’ 

(‘niemand’). In order to create understanding for the situation forced laborers were in, he 

answered questions such as ‘how did you become a forced laborer’, ‘why did people register 

themselves’, and ‘where did they end up’. The author acknowledged that sabotage happened, 

but emphasized that this was not possible on a large scale.
182

 Compared to the French 

memories of forced labor, the tone evoked by the title and the rest of the book was less 

defensive and militant. 

  Memories of Dutch forced labor association thus seem to be influenced more by a 

changing societal context and dissolutions of German compensation initiatives than political 

and juridical competition with other war-victims, as was the case in France. This does not 

mean, however, that the Dutch associations did not have contacts with national or regional 

political institutions. In order to strive for recognition, the associations turned to politics as 

well. Especially the VDN devoted a lot of time negotiating with the national government 

about the senile interest from Germany, rights concerning retirement, a permanent staff 

position of the VDN, and a monument.
183

 The material results were mainly negative, but in 

1992 the VDN obtained a permanent staff position in Apeldoorn and in 1996 a monument in 

Overloon.
184

 Despite these political forms of recognition, Overloon in particular also pointed 

towards marginalization for many forced laborers because of the isolated location.
185

 When 

the government did not agree with the demands of the VDN, the association reacted with 

indignation emphasizing the inhuman circumstances forced laborers had to go through in 

Germany.
186

 It was only in 2001, when the VDN was already dissolved, that the Dutch 

government officially recognized the harm that was caused to forced laborers.
187

  

Logically, the SDOL and SDA focused more on the local governments. The 

experiences of contacts with local authorities strongly varied. Possibilities of cooperation 

with local authorities also depended on ‘luck’ and ‘willingness’ of the municipalities. For the 

SDOL project of monuments “Sporen die bleven” (traces that remained) in 2004, 
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cooperation with more than fifty local municipalities was needed. This and many other 

projects were welcomed by many willing mayors. In Apeldoorn, for example, the SDA 

encountered a mayor who was very committed towards the association and its memorial 

projects. In 2003, a different project for forced laborers in Gorcum demonstrated that 

municipalities could also refuse to establish a monument.
188

   

 Despite the diverging reactions of Dutch politicians, what the VDN, SDOL, and 

SDA have in common is that they all needed to search for recognition on a political level. 

Due to the different or sometimes even indifferent political reactions, however, the history of 

forced labor remained for the greater part ‘non-political’. That explains why memories of 

associations of forced labor are more clearly influenced by a changing societal context in 

which there was more attention for war victims on a national level, as well as a financial 

context in which compensation for German war victims aroused on an international level. 

French forced labor associations also needed to search for political and societal recognition. 

However, their status as ‘deportees’ became highly politicized and heavily discussed. This 

political, and later even legal combat would determine their memories of forced labor more 

than the societal changes in the 1970s or the German compensation initiatives.    

 

4.2 A Comparison of Remembrance Practices 

 

In theories about memory, commemorations are often related with political, trans-

generational memory. This second part compares French and Dutch remembrance practices. 

On the one hand, they reflect the differences between the French ‘political and juridical 

memory’ versus the Dutch ‘societal memory’ as discussed in the first part. On the other, this 

second part also points out similarities. 

4.2.1 Reconciliations with Germany  

 

The most important similarity between French and Dutch remembrance practices of forced 

labor organizations concerns the friendly relations with Germany on a local level. Feeling 

neglected by its own government, the FNDT turned towards Germany already in 1958. A 

couple of years earlier, the German municipality of Dortmund had started a project to 

commemorate and identify the three hundred killings that were committed by the Gestapo in 

Bittermark between 7 March and 12 April 1945. The liberation of the area came only one 

day later. Among the victims were resistance fighters and forced laborers from different 

countries. Through a French ambassador and the French investigation services, the FNDT 

became involved in the project. After a visit to Bittermark, the FNDT became actively 

engaged with the commemorative preparations, and a friendship between the municipality of 
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Dortmund and the FNDT was born which lasts until today. In 1958, a crypt was inaugurated 

with the burying of an ‘unknown French forced laborer’. On 15 April 1960, the official 

monument was inaugurated (pictures 6 and 7). Since then, on every Good Friday, a French 

delegation of the FNDT, and nowadays also the AMDTF, is invited to participate in the 

commemoration.
189

 The commemorations in Dortmund became very important to the (ex-

)FNDT and the AMDTF. It will be discussed later that they also functioned as 

commemorational evidence in the combat for the title. In addition to Dortmund, the FNDT 

was also involved in other German remembrance practices, not only in West Germany, but 

also in East Germany, for example in Großbeeren. In these French-German collaborations, 

reconciliations and friendship have played an important role.
190

 

 

 

 

  Reconciliation is also a very important motivation for the Dutch associations in their 

rapprochements towards German municipalities. For example, a short poem that is written 
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on the Dutch monument in Overloon ends with the words: ‘We shall have to forgive a lot. 

But we will never forget’.
191

 In addition to collective travels to places in Germany where 

forced laborers worked during the war, Dutch associations also participated in or initiated 

commemorations together with German municipalities. The president of the VDN, Aart 

Pontier, received for instance several invitations for the annual ceremony in Dortmund. 

Although the VDN did not become as intensively involved in this commemoration as the 

FNDT, Pontier and probably other VDN members have attended the commemoration in 

Dortmund on Good Friday.
192

 The SDOL concluded that the joint visits and 

commemorations had a positive effect on the traumas of forced laborers.
193

  

Probably the best example of a Dutch-German friendship on a local level can be 

found in the cooperation between Apeldoorn, the municipality De Oude IJsselstreek, and 

Rees. After the president of the SDA had collected many stories of forced laborers who were 

deported to camp Rees after round-ups in 1944, he contacted the municipality of Rees (a 

municipality that borders the Netherlands). This resulted in a close and amicable cooperation 

between the municipalities of Apeldoorn and Rees.
194

 In the context of the increasing 

attention for war victims since the 1970s and 1980s, Rees already established a monument 

for the Dutch forced laborers of camp Rees and their persecuted Jewish fellow-citizens in 

1984 (picture 8).
195

 Because many forced laborers who escaped Rees were helped by the 

citizens in and around Megchelen, which is situated near Rees on the Dutch side of the 

border, Disberg contacted the municipality of the Oude IJsselstreek as well. In 2010, the 

union of local history
196

 and the SDA established, in cooperation with the municipality of the 

Oude IJsselstreek, a monument that symbolizes the support of the local population to the 

refugees and victims of camp Rees (picture 9). The mayors of the three municipalities have 

often participated together in commemorations: mayors of Rees and Apeldoorn annually 

remember in Rees in November and in Apeldoorn in December.
197

 In March 2017, the three 

mayors also spoke at a remembrance march to memorize the forced laborers who escaped 

from Rees to Megchelen.
198

 For the French and Dutch associations, and especially for the 
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forced laborers themselves, the participation of Germans in the commemorations evokes a 

deep gratefulness.
199

  

 

 

Regarding these amicable relations with German municipalities, it is interesting to 

see how forced laborers were in favor of and contributed to the European reconciliation. 

Spina concluded this in his research on French forced laborers.
200

 His conclusions also seem 

to apply to Dutch associations. For instance in 1999, when the VDN monument in The 

Hague was inaugurated, its initiator P. Kool referred positively to the European 

reconciliation.
201

 In addition, an International Confederation for European forced laborers 

existed as well. Although the confederation did not achieve much, it did provide a platform 

of communication. Sometimes, representatives of the French, Belgian, and Dutch 

associations visited each other’s commemorations.
202

 

In addition to these specific German and European characteristics of reconciliation 

and cooperation, the memorials and commemorations initiated by the forced labor 

associations also contain similarities that can be related to Western European war 

commemorations in general. The focus on victimization, especially from the 1970s onward, 

forms an example of such a more general aspect in war remembrances. Another example is 

that, since the 1980s and 1990s, war commemorations broadened their scope with references 

to current topics and Western values such as human rights, democracy, freedom, respect, 

tolerance including references to peace, and the narrative that the commemorated events 
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should happen ‘never again’.
203

 These elements also recur in French and Dutch forced labor 

commemorations. Another similarity with general WWII commemorations is that younger 

generations became more important in the commemorations of forced labor associations 

during the twenty-first century.
204

  

4.2.2 National Funerary Commemorations versus Regional Remembrances of Round-Ups  

 

Of course, remembrance practices of French and Dutch associations are not similar in every 

aspect. The most important differences will be explained in the following paragraphs. 

Whereas the French commemorations are organized around the liberation of the German 

camps and the return of repatriates and have a more funerary and national character, the 

Dutch remembrance practices are characterized by an absence of such a national associative 

commemoration. The remembrances of the Dutch associations are more regionally oriented 

and often focus on the round-ups and deportations in 1944. 

Because the deported workers were not officially recognized by the French 

government for a long time, the FNDT organized its own commemorations in France and 

also collaborated in German remembrances. On a departmental level, French associations 

participated earlier in annual war commemorations
205

, but remembrance on a national level 

came later. President Chaize deposed a wreath during the annual celebration of the 

liberation, 8 May in Paris, for the first time in 2015.
206

 The president of the AMDTF is 

currently in touch with ministries to subscribe the association on the list of official national 

commemorations such as 8 May or 14 July.
207

   

However, the most important commemorations of the FNDT are not focused on the 

liberation of France in 1944, but on the liberation of the German camps and the return or 

funerals of forced laborers immediately after the war.
208

 Shortly after the return of the 

survived workers, in November 1945, the deceased forced laborers received from the 

government the notice ´Mort pour la France’ (died for France). As a consequence, many 

communal monuments for deceased deported workers were erected citing this text.
209

 A 
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national ceremony took place on 21 June 1947, when an unknown forced laborer was buried 

on the Parisian cemetery Père Lachaise (picture 10).Politically, the inhumation of 1947 was 

a response of the minister of Old Combatants and War Victims (ACVG
210

) to De Gaulle who 

‘forgot’ to bury a deported worker during a general ceremony in 1945.
211

 In future 

commemorations of the FNDT, the presence and speeches of French ministries such as the 

ACVG would remain a sensitive point in which the FNDT often traced a confirmation of its 

marginalization.
212

 This sensibility reflected the combat for the title of deported worker.   

        

 

Another example of how the French remembrance practices have been influenced by 

the combat for the title is the national monument in Paris. In 1970, when it was the 25
th
 

anniversary of the liberation of the camps, the FNDT collected funds to erect a monument 

above the tomb on Père Lachaise. The monument was inaugurated on 21 June 1971 (picture 

1 and 11) and the date of the annual commemoration that takes place ever since often refers 

to the liberation of the camps and the return of the forced laborers.
213

 The monument 

symbolizes the oppressing work and sabotage as well as hope to persist.
214

 Furthermore, the 

text explicitly mentions the word deportation and the total number of deported workers 

(600,000) and how many of them died (60,000).  
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The monument also has a connection to the memorial in Dortmund as an urn with 

‘sacred ground’ from Bittermark is deposed on the monument.
215

 The commemorations in 

Paris and Dortmund also became evidence in the battle for the title of deported worker. 

Therefore, they are an important aspect in the memory-culture of the French federation. The 

brochure Pourquoi nous sommes des victims de la Déportation du Travail (1961) depicted, 

for instance, a picture of the monument in Bittermark on one of the first pages.
216

 The cover 

of the FNDT-publication Un livre blanc (1987) is a picture of the monument in Paris. In the 

context of this commemorational evidence, the FNDT considered the presence of a great 

number of people during its ceremonies as highly important for its battle and the honor of the 

association. Therefore, people were always called to come with many (picture 11).
217

 

Although the majority of French deported workers survived the war, scholars as 

Spina and Barcellini remarked that the memory of the FNDT was and is above all funerary. 

The two most important commemorations in Dortmund and Paris illustrate that the majority 

of remembrances of the FNDT serves to remember the deceased forced laborers.
218

 In 

addition to this funerary character, the French federation also differs from Dutch associations 

regarding its attempts to cooperate with other repatriates. Expressing this desire, the FNDT 

often recalled the unity with the PoWs and survivors of concentration camps in 1945 that 
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was illustrated by the poster Ils sont unis.
219

 Although the combat for the title complicated 

the relation with other repatriates, the FNDT achieved to collaborate with other repatriates 

during commemorations in 1989 and 1993. In 1989, the repatriates installed a joint memorial 

in Gare d’Orsay (picture 12). In 1993, another joint commemorative plaque was inaugurated 

to remember the departure of the forced laborers and other war victims (picture 13). During 

the ceremony in 1993, the FNDT even ‘interrupted’ the battle for the title by covering the 

word ‘déporté’ on its flag.
220

  

 

 

 

 

 

When the Dutch associations started to initiate remembrance practices in the 1990s, 

they did not have the desire to cooperate with other victim groups. What they desired was 

specific recognition for all forced laborers: the deceased and, perhaps more importantly, the 

survivors who had to cope with silenced traumas for more than forty years. Although the 
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VDN and its regional departments obtained participation in national commemorations such 

as 4 May, the most important monument that the VDN established was in Overloon (picture 

2), a place that was chosen by the government out of practical and financial reasons.
221

 

Perhaps due to this remote location, the inauguration in 1996 was not followed by an annual 

commemoration. The commemoration that comes closest to the French national 

commemorations is the remembrance practice in The Hague. Since the VDN member Kool 

established the forced labor monument, a small remembrance in which the ex-VDN is 

represented has taken place every year on Commemoration Day (4 May, picture 5a). 

However, in contrast to the national FNDT commemoration in Paris, the monument in The 

Hague is not only meant for Dutch forced laborers, but for all the (forgotten) European 

forced laborers.
222

 The reason for this is not known, but it might be a result of personal 

interests of Kool or the European or human rights discourses. 

 

The site where the monument in The Hague is located forms another difference with 

the national French monument. Most French monuments are situated on or near cemeteries. 

The Provincial House in The Hague, however, is the place where men were gathered as a 

result of the round-up in November 1944. Places related to deportations that followed razzias 

in 1944 are also chosen as memorial and commemorative sites by the SDOL and SDA. The 

memorial plaques of the SDOL project Sporen die Bleven are often attached to churches 

(picture 14), because many men were at the church during the round-up on Sunday morning 

in October 1944.
223

 The monument of the SDA (picture 4) is also placed on the market 

square in Apeldoorn, the place where the men were gathered after the razzia on 2 December 
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1944.
224

 It can thus be concluded that the round-ups in the fall of 1944 have determined for a 

large part the Dutch memorials and commemorations practices of forced labor.  

 

 

Considering the political and societal contexts in which French and Dutch forced labor 

organization emerged, two periods can be distinguished. The first period more or less 

coincided with what Lagrou called the period of national recovery and patriotic memories 

(1945-1965).
225

 The second period started in the 1970s when war memories became more 

and more pluralistic and other victims groups, especially Jewish victims, were being 

recognized. These different timeframes and contexts strongly influenced the memories 

produced by the associations. Whereas the memory of the French associations and the 

NVVG has strongly been influenced by the first patriotic period and a battle for honor, the 

more recent Dutch associations emphasized victimhood in their memories. A comparison of 

remembrance practices can be related to this periodization. Strongly influenced by the 

repatriation and postwar attention for deceased forced workers, commemorations of the 

FNDT have a national and funerary character and aim at cooperation with the other 

repatriates. Dutch remembrance practices, on the contrary, focus more on the victimization 

of survived forced laborers. Commemorations often have a more local character and are 

focused on the round-ups and deportations in 1944. In addition to these differences, it is also 

important to keep in mind that because of their experiences during the war and their postwar 

marginalization, the memories of French and Dutch forced labor associations also share 

some characteristics. The most important similarity is their amicable relationship with 

German municipalities which also helps the former forced laborers to reconcile with and 

work through their traumatic war experiences.   
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Chapter 5 

Influential Individual Memories 

The war experiences of individual forced laborers widely vary. Many forced laborers became 

traumatized, but some were also relatively well-treated. However, almost all forced laborers 

were ashamed to speak about their time in Germany, or they faced disbelief or 

incomprehension from fellow-citizens or family-members.
226

 This chapter does not 

investigate a representative number of all French and Dutch individual memories, but it 

specifically looks at a couple of individuals that have been influential in the researched 

associations. Following Halbwachs, associations function as social communities in which 

(silenced) memories could be formed. Within the associations, a selection of individual 

members had to be made. This selection was based on the availability of source material 

(books and memoirs present in libraries and archives
227

) and on the former forced laborers 

who are still alive.   

On a methodological level, this chapter firstly follows the approach taken by the 

historians Thonfeld
228

 and Arnaud
229

, as it investigates to what extent themes present in 

individual memories have been influenced by societal and political contexts and memory 

cultures. Secondly, this chapter takes a different approach as suggested by the Belgian 

historians Benvindo and Peeters.
230

 It researches to what extent individuals have functioned 

as agencies in creating and disseminating collective memories of forced labor.    

 

5.1 Influences of Political and Societal Contexts and Memory Cultures 

 

As it is impossible to cover all the themes individual accounts of forced laborers discuss, 

three remarkable topics have been chosen. The first theme, justification, illustrates a 

similarity between French and Dutch memories. The second and third theme, memories of 

resistance and representations of Germans, go deeper into differences between the two 

researched countries. 
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5.1.1 Individual Memories as Justifications  

 

The German historian Thonfeld concluded about French individual memories that they have 

been influenced by a societal pressure for justification. Because of a negative societal image 

and controversies surrounding forced laborers, the interviewed forced laborers felt the need 

to justify their lot and experiences.
231

 Writing about the VDN, the Dutch historian Van der 

Heijden came to a similar conclusion. He stated that the association aimed to correct the 

unjust treatment of forced laborers after the war. That Dutch labor conscripts strongly 

presented themselves as victims also stimulated controversies among former forced laborers 

themselves and in society. As a consequence, individual VDN members justified their status 

as war victims even more specifically by recalling their difficult war experiences.
232

 Also in 

the other associations, individuals have often remembered the excessively small portions of 

food and the poor hygiene circumstances. For instance, two SDA members who are often 

presented in public activities remembered the one liter of soup per day which only consisted 

of hand warm water and a cabbage-leaf as well as a hole outside of the camp that was used 

as a ‘toilet’.
233

  It can thus be concluded that due to societal marginalization and a hierarchy 

of victims discussed in the previous chapters, individual memories of forced laborers often 

emphasize the difficult circumstances of their work in the Third Reich that functions as 

justification for their status of war victims. 

 A narrative that forms a good example of this justification is what different 

historians called a process of ‘maturation’ or ‘emancipation’.
234

 It means that because of the 

experiences in Nazi Germany, many young men entered an accelerated process in which 

they all of a sudden became mentally adults. This narrative can be found in memories of 

influential individuals of all researched associations. The individual memoirs of the French 

writer and FNDT member Jean-Louis Quereillahc are an example. Quereillahc published the 

first edition of his memoirs in 1958. In 1990, 1998, and 2010, re-editions of his memoirs 

appeared in which the FNVRCNTF (ex-FNDT) wrote a preface and Quereillahc added some 

extra chapters. His main account, however, remained unchanged.
235

 Quereillahc described 

how he left Paris as a student under the law of 7 February 1943 and how he ended up in 

different German and Austrian camps. Liberated by the Russians, Quereillahc returned to 

Paris via Ukraine in August 1945. After his return, he felt that, because of his experiences of 
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misery and especially his days in a penal colony, he had nothing in common anymore with 

his former friends and youth.
236

 The loss of a youth is also an important narrative in the 

individual story of Arend Jan Disberg, the father of the SDA president. Disberg accounted in 

particular of a shooting that spoiled his life. This shooting took place when he was 

transported to camp Rees by train. Disberg then realized how much luck was needed to 

survive, and became a very hard person for himself and people around him. His story is 

called ‘als zestienjarige in drie maanden volwassen’ (a sixteen year old boy became an adult 

in three months).
237

 The novel Gestolen Jeugd (stolen youth), which is about Leo Steeghs 

who was deported after the round-ups in Limburg in October 1944 and later became a 

member of the SDOL, is another example of this narrative.
238

 Steeghs ended his own 

memoirs by saying that the Reich ‘gulped him down’
239

 as a child and ‘spitted him out’ eight 

years later as an adult who had found out all the gruesome facets of war.
240

 Mentioning the 

aspect of maturation, all authors also referred to their time in the Third Reich in terms of a 

‘hell’. This thus forms another important narrative justifying a difficult time.
241

  

5.1.2 Sabotage, Resistance, and AEL  

 

In addition to memories of labor camps as a hell, individual forced laborers also 

remember(ed) sabotage and resistance. As stated in the previous chapter, memories of 

sabotage and resistance have played an important role in the French memory culture because 

they prove honor and patriotism of French deported laborers. The French historian Arnaud 

also demonstrated that honor, patriotism, attempts to shirk, and sabotage are important 

themes in French published individual memories.
242

 The memoirs of Eugène Texier, an 

active member of the FNDT
243

, illustrate this. In De la Vendée à la Baltique (1999), Texier 

often recalled how he sabotaged and worked as little as possible.
244

 However, not all 

influential forced laborers of the FNDT included elements of sabotage and resistance in their 

memoirs. Quereillahc forms the most striking example. His memoirs elaborated on the 

depressing circumstances, different people he met, and above all loneliness. A resistance 
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memory seems absent.
245

 Nonetheless, the honor of the STO forms a central element in 

Quereillahc’s memoirs.
246

  

The absence of sabotage could be explained by Quereillahc’s (nonresistant) 

character. Another possibility is that he did not explicitly include acts of resistance in his 

memories because the collective memory of the FNDT already included much evidence of 

resistance. As explained in the previous chapter, individuals were encouraged to remember 

their acts of sabotage from 1945 onward. Another manner in which the FNDT gave evidence 

of resistance was by citing historical documents about French sabotage mentioned in official 

German camp reports.
247

 Furthermore, the FNDT and some departmental associations 

connected themselves to the French resistance by including réfractaires, labor conscripts 

who went into hiding to prevent deportation to Germany, in their organizations.
248

  

Another aspect related to the resistance memory of French associations concerns 

references to the Arbeitserziehungslager (AEL), camps for reeducation and punishment. 

Memories about the AEL can be found in the individual memories of Quereillahc and 

Texier.
249

 As discipline was of greatest importance in such camps, the work conditions, 

punishments, and daily life circumstances were horrific. Most forced laborers were sent to 

discipline camps because of resistance to the German camp leaders or sabotage. It is thus 

likely that the references to the AEL in individual narratives have also been influenced by 

the fact that forced laborers had to defend their patriotism. In any case, in collective 

memories created by the (ex-)FNDT, AELs, as well as concentration camps, have been an 

important theme. The website of the federation contains a page about the AEL and the 

brochure ‘Les oubliés de l’Histoire (1995) of the FNVRCNTF stated in capital letters that  

forced laborers could also end up in concentration camps such as Buchenwald, Mauthausen, 

Dachau, and Auschwitz.
250

 The federation remembered and still remembers those camps 

primarily to create awareness for the maltreatment of the STO: people should not forget that 

forced laborers were not only sent to labor camps but also to concentration camps and AELs. 

The federation and association have often recalled that the circumstances in the AELs were 
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comparable to concentration camps, or in other words: the camps where political prisoners 

and PoWs often ended up.
251

  

In individual and collective memories of Dutch associations, concentration camps 

seem to be forgotten.
252

 In individual memoirs of Pontier of the VDN, Steeghs of the SDOL, 

and Disberg of the SDA, for example, concentration camps are not mentioned.
253

 The 

absence of concentration camps can also be illustrated by an exhibition about the round-ups 

in Limburg in October 1944 that is installed with the support of the SDOL in the regional 

museum ‘t Land van Peel & Maas in Helden. The exhibition has a ‘deportation room’ which 

contains a barrack from KZ Buchenwald. The information panel, however, only mentions 

that forced laborers often ended up in factories, and sometimes in farms. Concentration 

camps are not discussed at all. This absence in might be explained by the absence of a 

competition with prisoners of concentration camps as existed among the French deportees. 

However, in public meetings of the NVVG, it was sometimes recalled that laborers were 

imprisoned or died in concentration camps.
254

 This implies that the immediate postwar 

historical context, in which workers aimed to defend their patriotism, provides a more 

accurate explanation the presence of memories about concentration camps.  

The AEL, on the contrary, are remembered by (individuals of) all Dutch 

associations. Leo Steeghs of the SDOL wrote about ill people who were imprisoned in penal 

camps.
255

 Although there was no official AEL in the neighborhood of camp Rees, many 

SDA members have remembered the severe punishments such as strokes with a stick.
256

 In 

contrast to the French federation, individual and collective memories of the AEL in the three 

recent Dutch associations are not connected to sabotage and resistance. Especially in the 

public discourse of the VDN, punishment camps did not serve to prove resistance, but to 
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justify that due to the severe penalties, it was too dangerous to sabotage.
257

 This discourse 

fits exactly in the societal context of the 1980s and 1990s in which the focus was on war 

victims instead of patriotism. With the exception of the memory of the NVVG which 

narrated about sabotage, the later Dutch associations have precisely emphasized how little 

resistance was possible in the Third Reich because of the harsh treatment of forced laborers.  

Nevertheless, resistance has remained an important topic war-memories in general. 

As some Dutch forced laborers resisted during their time in Germany, some influential 

forced laborers remembered that as well. The VDN member Rinus van Galen, for instance, 

sabotaged several times in a factory where he worked in Berlin. He later even joined a 

resistance network. Van Galen recalled these events with a certain pride and surety.
258

 Ap 

Gerritse, who is an important member of the SDA, also mentioned several times that he ‘did 

not work too hard’.
259

 It is, however, important to mention that such acts of sabotage did not 

get a prominent place in the collective associative memories.
260

 

5.1.3 Memories of Germans 

 

Another interesting difference between French and Dutch influential individual memories is 

that the Dutch have often described ‘good’ and ‘bad’ acts of Germans whereas the French 

have focused on Nazi crimes in general.
261

 This difference might also be explained by the 

different historical contexts in which French and Dutch associations emerged. Immediately 

after the war and during the Nuremberg trials, Germany was seen as the guilty nation of 

WWII. When the French associative memories were formed, the FNDT only remembered 

the guiltiest Germans of the Arbeitseinsatz: Sauckel and Speer.
262

 In addition, the federation 

referred to the ‘barbarie nazie’ in general.
263
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From the 1990s onward, when WWII memories had already become more 

pluralistic, the German Vergangenheitsbewältigung
264

 became widespread.
265

 As the 

previous chapter described, an aspect of this policy was that Germany sought for 

compensation, rapprochement, and reconciliation. As a result, forced labor associations 

developed close contacts with German municipalities and the local population. Especially 

within the SDOL and SDA, these contacts and travels to former labor camps resulted in a 

more nuanced image of Germans during the war. Jan de Louter explained this by mentioning 

that before he went to Germany with the SDA, he saw all Germans as ‘moffen’
266

. 

Afterwards, he got a more nuanced image and became even friends with some Germans who 

lived or live in Rees.
267

 In December 2016, De Louter and two other former forced laborers 

of the SDA received a medal of honor because of the amicable relations between Rees and 

Apeldoorn they established (picture 14a). It also stands out that many individual accounts 

related to the SDA contained an opposition between the ‘bad’ Nazi leaders in the camp 

versus the ‘good’ local German population to whom the forced laborers often simply refer as 

‘farmers’. References to helpful Germans such as Eugen Hollaender and Mies Bauman also 

contributed to a more nuanced story of Germans.
268

 Also in individual memories of the 

SDOL, distinctions between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ Germans have been made.
269
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Although not so present, the improving political and societal relations with Germany 

have influenced certain individual French memories as well. In 1999, Texier wrote that 

towards the end of the war, he lived with a German family for a couple of days. The family 

helped him and gave him food. Texier realized that ‘little Wilhelm [a son of the family] had 

never wanted a war’
270

 and when he went on, Texier forgot his vengeance.
271

 The re-editions 

of Quereillahc’s memoirs, on the contrary, seem not to be influenced by this context of the 

1990s as his individual memories remained ‘frozen’ and did not nuance the image of the 

German population during the war. This difference can be explained by the research of the 

historian Arnaud. He stated that the decision of the court in 1979 together with the retirement 

of many forced laborers caused a second ‘boom’ of individual memoirs (figure 3). Individual 

testimonies were often either motivated by a will to defend the honor of the STO, or a will to 

fill up historical ‘gaps’.
272

 Whereas Quereillahc certainly belonged to this first category, 

Texier probably also belonged to the second. Texier’s memoirs are also less ‘dark’. They 

contained several passages in which he narrates about his leisure time, for example when he 

and his friends discovered the city and the sea nearby.
273

 Those pleasant moments, however, 

are not recalled by president Forest in the preface, or remembered collectively by the 

FNVRCNTF. This could change in the future, because it seems that within the AMDTF, 

there is more room for nuanced and diverse individual stories.
274
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Certain themes and discourses of influential forced laborers are thus interwoven with 

societal and political circumstances as well as with discourses of the associations. Individual 

memories within Dutch associations have been influenced by a context of victimhood and 

reconciliation with Germany. The historical context might have influenced French individual 

memories even more. Especially the memoirs of influential members of the (ex-)FNDT often 

serve as examples, or perhaps even evidence, of the general discourse of the federation, 

which strongly relates to the combat for the title of deportee. Similar to the associations, the 

individual memories often defend the honor of the forced laborers in a patriotic way. 

Moreover, it seems that the discourse of the federation has also influenced individual 

memories. Quereillahc, for instance, even added the commemoration of forced laborers who 

sabotaged in Großbeeren in the re-edition of his memoirs.
275

  

 

5.2 Individuals as Agencies 

 

So far, contextual circumstances have formed the central perspective to study individual 

memories of associations. This part investigates individual memories from a different 

perspective, namely by studying to what extent individuals have functioned as agencies in 

creating and disseminating collective memories of forced labor associations. Researching the 

agency of individual memories, it is important to keep in mind that in France and Belgium, a 

memory community for forced laborers existed in the margins from 1945 onward. Dutch 

memories, on the contrary, were often silenced, forgotten, or ‘lost’ after the dissolution of 

the NVVG in 1947. As mentioned in chapter three, the associations that emerged in the 

1980s and 1990s were a result of personal initiatives of former forced laborers or their 

children, not of politics. With the exception of a couple of individual memoirs and 

information in academic publications
276

, forced labor was not widely known. That explains 

why all the associations started to collect individual memories on a large scale in the 1980s 

and 1990s, also because it would not be long before the eyewitnesses would pass away. So in 

order to complete the academic information on forced labor and to obtain recognition, the 

Dutch forced labor associations intensively used collected individual memories. Publications 

such as Werken in Duitsland 1940-1945 (1990), Onder een stolp van kwaad (1995), Sporen 

die bleven (1996), and De verzwegen deportatie (2005) are examples of such collections.
277
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As a consequence, the memories produced by associations also depended largely on those 

collected individual memories. 

 Anticipating on the next chapter, it seems that narratives of influential individuals of 

Dutch forced labor associations have become more important in public memories produced 

by associations than the discussed influential French individuals. Exhibitions form a perfect 

illustration of this difference. The exhibition of the French federation of 1985 contained 

prominent panels about the honor of the forced laborers, the ‘bilan’, and postwar 

commemorations. A departmental exhibition of the Tarn in 2015 focused relatively more on 

individual memories. There was, however, not one individual that stood out or functioned as 

the main theme or narrative of the exhibition.
278

 This formed a contrast with the role of 

individuals in Dutch exhibitions. A great part of the VDN exhibition of 1992 was devoted to 

the personal experiences of Aart Pontier. Also in the regional museum ‘t land van Peel & 

Maas, the story of Leo Steeghs functions as a guiding line and the SDA exhibition starts with 

the story of Arend Jan Disberg.
279

 The exhibitions support the hypothesis of this thesis that 

certain individuals in Dutch forced labor associations have been more influential in the 

creation of collective memories by forced labor associations than individuals in French 

associations. 

 This thesis can also be grounded by the example of individual memories of VDN 

president Aart Pontier. Pontier worked in Lager Kinzig from 1943 to 1945. His influential 

memories concerned the ‘heaviness’ and ‘arbitrary way’ in which forced laborers were 

treated.
280

 It is certainly plausible that this memory influenced the VDN’s focus on German 

discipline and its emphasis that little resistance was possible. What is also interesting about 

the memories of Pontier is that they are very diverse. On the one hand, Pontier remembered 

the poor situation in the camp, the hard work, discipline, and bombardments. On the other 

hand, he also elaborated on his friendship with workers from other countries, pleasant 

moments they shared together, and the relatively good administrative job he got during his 

stay.
281

 The next chapter will elaborate on how this discourse of diverse experiences also 

became part of VND memories in addition to the focus on victimhood. The individual 

memory of Jan de Louter of the SDA forms another example of Dutch influential individual 

memories. De Louter’s memories of loneliness during the round-ups in Apeldoorn and in the 
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German camp as well as his memory of a line of trees which are the only original remains of 

the former camp have become part of the collective memory of the SDA.
282

  

Specific individual French memories are less visible in associative memories than 

individual Dutch memories. This does not mean, however, that individuals have not 

functioned as agencies for narratives within French associations. An interesting example of 

how influential individuals of the federation (unconsciously) shaped the common image of 

forced labor victims has been described by French scholars. They stated that due to an 

overrepresentation of active FNDT members who belonged to the young middle class and 

went to Germany as students in 1943
283

, the student requisitioned in 1943 became the typical 

STO victim in the collective memory of the (ex-)FNDT. This selective narrative often 

excluded the working man who was requisitioned in 1942 from the collective memories on 

forced labor in Nazi Germany.
284

 An almost similar observation in collective memories 

produced by Dutch associations can be made. In the collective memories of the VDN, the 

typical victim of forced labor became a requisitioned student.
285

 In the SDOL and SDA, the 

typical victim became a (too) young boy arrested during the round-ups in 1944.
286

 Similar to 

the memories of the FNDT, unemployed forced laborers, older working class forced 

laborers, or women, are often ignored in the collective memories of Dutch associations. 

 The sum of individual memories within regional or departmental organizations have 

also functioned as agencies. Their individual memories might have resulted (unconsciously) 

in misrepresentations about the history of forced labor in general. The Dutch regional 

associations form an example hereof. Especially due to individual memories within the 

SDOL, and to a lesser extent due to memories of the SDA, a collective memory of forced 

labor might have been spread in which the history of forced labor is reduced to the round-ups 

in 1944. This selective memory excluded earlier elements of the Arbeitseinsatz such as the 

draft-year and factory actions.
287

 A similar ‘regional agency’ has probably occurred in 

French departmental associations. For example, the exhibition of the department of the Tarn, 
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which incorporated many individual stories, might have given the unjust impression that 

almost all forced laborers departed with the Chantiers de la Jeunesse.
288

 This was, however, 

more often the case in Vichy France.
289

 

 

The analysis of individual memories of influential members of forced labor associations 

demonstrated how they, on the one hand, have been influenced by the historical context in 

which the individual memories were formed and by discourses of associations. On the other 

hand, the personal narratives of individual members have also functioned as agencies for the 

memories produced by associations. Because of this interaction between individual and 

collective memories, it is difficult to reconstruct to what extent memories of associations 

have been influenced by individual experiences and societal and political contexts. A 

combination of both seems most plausible. However, the comparison of French and Dutch 

memories might yet give more insight in this question. This chapter showed how memories 

of French forced labor associations have been influenced more by societal and political 

circumstances and memories of Dutch association more by the collection of individual 

stories. The theory of Assmann about collective memory forms an effective tool to 

understand this difference.
290

 Within all associations of forced labor, memories were often 

transmitted within families from one generation to another and are thus inter-generational. 

French associative memories are, however, also created through a top-down structure of 

political and judicial debates. Assmann would probably describe them as 

‘political/institutionalized memories’. Dutch associative memories, on the contrary, come 

closer to what Assmann describes as ‘social memories’ because they were more influenced 

by a bottom-up than a top-down process. 
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Chapter 6 

Cultural and Public Memories of Forced Labor 

 

The previous chapters demonstrated how memories of forced labor have been influenced by 

political and societal circumstances as well as individual experiences. This chapter analyzes 

collective memories of forced labor associations more in detail as it investigates their 

cultural or public memories: memories that were communicated to a broader audience 

through brochures, newspapers, books, exhibitions, and educational projects. In France, 

public memories were produced from 1945 onward, but the private archives of the (ex-

)FNDT seem to suggest that the federation became more active in spreading its memories of 

forced labor to a broader public from the 1980s onward.
291

 The traveling exhibition of 1985, 

forty years after the end of WWII, illustrates this development.
292 

In general, the 

development towards the creation of public memories might also be explained by the 

increasing (inter)national attention for WWII since the 1970s. As the VDN, SDOL, and SDA 

were precisely founded in this context, they have always focused on public opinion.  

 This investigation of cultural memories joins the existing literature about 

international war-memories as it demonstrates how the diverging national post-war contexts 

of France and the Netherlands have resulted in different memory cultures.
293

 In addition, the 

comparative study of sources that have not been researched before complements the French 

and Dutch historiographies on the topic. For France, this concerns more insight in unique 

and singular aspects of collective memories as produced by the federation. For the 

Netherlands, new narratives and discourses will be revealed. These conclusions will be 

proven by the first and second part of this chapter. Firstly, general narratives, discourses, and 

terms will be compared. Secondly, three specific memories that have not been mentioned so 

far will be discussed. By means of putting the cultural memories as produced by associations 

into perspective, the third part briefly elaborates on the reception of associative memories in 

the media and how different media represent forced laborers.  

 

6.1 General Narratives of Forced Labor and Laborers 

 

How do forced labor associations present the history of forced labor and forced laborers to a 

wider public? Four main themes will be explored to compare the Dutch and French cultural 

memories: the question of voluntary workers, terminology, responsibility, and locations 

(places) of forced labor. 
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6.1.1 Time Frame: Voluntary versus Compulsory 

 

In French collective memory, a strict division exists between the voluntary phase and the 

compulsory phase. The voluntary phase started in October 1940 when the German occupier 

launched a propaganda campaign to attract laborers. It also includes the Relève of June 1942, 

when the Vichy regime ‘negotiated’ that French workers who would go voluntarily to 

Germany, could liberate PoWs (picture 15). The forced phase started with the law of 4 

September 1942 when the draft-year actions were launched. This phase also includes the 

STO-law of February 1943 and law of February 1944, when enterprises were combed out. In 

the memory of the federation and the association, disseminated to the public by brochures, 

exhibitions, and memorials, the first phase serves as a prehistory that is necessary to 

understand the second phase or in other words: the actual labor deportation.
294

 It is 

consequently emphasized that the volunteers never had a place in the federation or 

association.
295

 With regard to the forced phase, the FNDT and the AMDTF often rightly 

underlined that the resistance was not organized yet in 1942 and 1943 and that families were 

threatened if a conscript did not show up.
296

 The Belgian historian Lagrou explained that the 

distinction between voluntary and forced laborers was not made immediately after the war. 

The repatriation minister Frénay, for instance, actually protected the voluntary workers 

because he resisted all categorical discrimination among repatriates. However, the described 

hierarchy of victims and related patriotic context changed this situation of equality.
297

 Lagrou 

adequately phrased this change within the FNDT by stating that: “the price of the entrance 

ticket into the patriotic club was an internal purge of all voluntary workers”.
298
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 In the Netherlands, the division between a voluntary and forced phase was never so 

strictly emphasized. This can be illustrated by discussions that took place within the 

International Confederation of Deported Workers in 1989. The Belgian and the French 

association were only willing to accept the VDN if there were no volunteers in their union.
299

 

This was accepted by the VDN, but in a letter to the Belgian president, the VDN explained 

that the situation in the Netherlands had been different because unemployed workers were 

already forced to go to Germany in 1940.
300

 In public memories, the VDN also emphasized 

that people were already forced to work in Germany in the 1930s and that the voluntary 

phase that existed before the Arbeitseinsatz was not as voluntary as often described.
301

 

Although the VDN gave most attention to compulsory labor, including the draft-year actions 

after 1942, the difficulty of going into hiding, and the round-ups in 1944, its official 

discourse contained a wider and more nuanced definition of compulsory labor than the 

French federation. In contrast to its French counterpart, the VDN also considered forced 

labor as an event that occurred during the entire war, from 1940 to 1945, instead of placing 

the beginning of forced labor from 1942 onwards like the FNDT has done.
302

 

 This difference can be explained by the diverging war histories of the two countries, 

but an important part of the explanation also lies in (national) postwar contexts. The VDN 

was founded in a time in which war memories became more pluralistic, humanistic, and 

nuanced. The focus on victimhood explains why it was possible for the VDN to consider the 

more ‘voluntary’ workers also as victims.
303

 Moreover, the VDN narrative was also 

influenced by the historian Sijes and other Dutch academics who had written about the topic 
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in a nuanced and non-condemnatory way.
304

 Because it was much later when French 

historians became interested in the history of forced labor, they did not influence the French 

memories so much as Dutch historians did.  

 Similar to the FNDT after its purge of voluntary workers, the NVVG, whose 

discourse was also not influenced by historical research, also had little respect for the 

voluntary workers. However, the first Dutch association contained a more nuanced vision on 

the voluntary phase as it considered it impossible for bigger families to have avoided 

deportation.
305

 This more nuanced attitude might be explained by the fact that in the Dutch 

postwar society, there has been no competition between different deportees as was the case 

in France. The competition among French repatriates forms an important explanation of why 

the distinction of voluntary versus compulsory deportation became so important in French 

public memories. The unemployed workers who left before 1942 illustrate this difference. 

The unemployment in France was not as high as in the Netherlands. As a result, less French 

than Dutch workers left ‘voluntary’. However, in contrast to the NVVG, the (ex-)FNDT 

maintained the strict distinction and considered all unemployed workers who left as 

volunteers.
306

 

 For the two Dutch regional associations, the distinction between a voluntary or 

compulsory departure is less evident, because they mainly focused on the round-ups in 1944. 

As it was impossible to escape these razzias,
307

 the deportation of ‘their’ forced laborers is 

always presented as a compulsory labor requisitioning. In many public representations, such 

as exhibitions, the round-ups in 1944 became the main context in which forced labor is 

presented. As discussed in the previous chapter, the complete history of the Arbeitseinsatz is 

not always part of their memory.
308

 Because these public memories often ignore the history 

of volunteers, they could give public opinion the wrong impression that all workers were 

forced to go to Germany. Nonetheless, the memories produced by the SDOL and SDOL 

associations still correspond to the memories of the VDN as they all, in contrast to the 

French associations, have not emphasized a strict difference between the voluntary and 

obligatory phase of forced labor during WWII.   
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6.1.2 Terminology and General Image of Forced Labor 

 

Memories on voluntary and compulsory labor focus on the moment when workers departed. 

But which general images of forced labor in Nazi Germany have associations disseminated? 

In answering this question, terms used by associations serve as a good starting point. All 

public memories have described forced labor as ‘slavery’. This term was first used by the 

Allies in 1944.
309

 Postwar French and Dutch associations especially used the words 

‘slavery’, ‘slave-market’, and ‘slavery work’ to state that the laborers were not free. The 

slave-terminology also described the arbitrary measures of Germans and the horrific 

circumstances in which they often had to work.
310

 

 As chapter 3 and 4 demonstrated, the greatest difference between French and Dutch 

terminology in collective memory is that Dutch associations aimed at recognition for victims 

of forced labor whereas the French federation aimed at recognition for victims of labor 

deportation. For the French workers, the recognition of a deported victim (instead of a victim 

of forced labor
311

) would have meant a higher position in the hierarchy of victims. 

Correspondence between the VDN and the FNVRCNTF perfectly illustrated the diverging 

national interpretations of those terms. Pontier namely wrote in 1995: “In our 

correspondences, the Dutch government now uses the words ‘Forced Laborer’ which was 

impossible some years ago. We have not heard yet the word ‘Deportee’ from the side of the 

government, but we use it in our correspondences and it is never protested”.
312

 Pontier 

showed that a political or societal discussion about the term ‘deportee’ was absent in the 

Netherlands. In fact, the SDOL and SDA have also used the term ‘deportation’, but, in 

contrast to France, it also never caused debate. The terms ‘deportee’ or ‘forced laborer’ 

seem(ed) interchangeable for Dutch associations. In the twenty-first century, when the term 

‘forced laborer’ had become more widely accepted, forced laborers are also often just called 
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‘victims’ (picture 16).
313

 The French federation almost always used the word ‘deported 

laborers’ until the federation had to change its name in the 1980s. As explained in chapter 4, 

the federation and the recent associations nonetheless still used the officially forbidden 

words.
314

 However, the terms ‘STO’ and ‘forced labor’ became more and more common 

since the 1980s.
315

  

 

The terminology of associations can be related to the general image associations 

have disseminated on labor in the Third Reich. When the French federation combated for the 

title of deportee, the memories on forced labor that they spread focused on the history of a 

dark (and forgotten) period: laborers suffered in Germany due to hunger, illness, and, after 

the second half of 1944, to bombardments and isolation
316

. The changed name of the journal 

Le Proscrit forms an example of this narrative as it referred to a state of banishment, 

deportation and a lot of pain, suffering, and isolation.
317

 In addition, the publicly recalled 

memories on forced labor often contained a binary opposition: the discourse of suffering 

represented one side; the other concerned moments of hope, the refusal of giving up, 

resistance and patriotism, and solidarity with others in the camp. The exhibition of 1985 and 
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http://www.kerkrazzia.nl/Lesbrief%20GK.pdf
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more recently published posters are good examples of this opposition (picture 17 and 18).
318

 

Perhaps because of the fact that the second generation active in the AMDTF is slowly taking 

over the memory, memories on forced labor have recently become more diverse and nuanced 

covering ambiguous themes as adventure, Chantiers de la Jeunesse, and women (picture 

18a).
319
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 See also Le D.T. (18 March 1970) and the monument on Père Lachaise; La Fédération Nationale 

des Victimes et Rescapés des Camps Nazis du Travail Forcé (ex F.N.D.T.) (ed.), Un livre blanc sur 

une période noir (Paris, 1987); le Proscrit (12, 1995); Documentary Avoir 20 ans sous l’occupation 

(Jérôme Lambert and Philippe Picard, France 2, 2011); The brochure and additional information about 

the exhibition of the Departmental Association of the Tarn (2015).  
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 A brochure and additional information about an exhibition of the Departmental Association of the 

Tarn (2015); Le Proscrit (April 2016); Le Proscrit (March 2017). 
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Dutch public memories have been more diverse for a longer time. This can be 

explained by the absence of a debate on the term ‘deportation’ that has occupied much 

interest of the French associations, as well as the historical context of victimhood and 

pluralistic war memories in which Dutch associations emerged, and the importance of 

individual memories. As discussed in chapter 4, Dutch associations often focused on hard 

work, humiliation, and the violation of human dignity. An image that the VDN disseminated 
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with their traveling exhibition in the 1990s visualized this narrative (picture 19).
320

 However, 

the analysis of public and cultural memories also revealed a ‘second memory layer’ with 

more nuanced and diverse memories of the history of forced labor. As the previous chapter 

explained, individuals such as Aart Pontier of the VDN, who not only wrote about harsh 

conditions but also about pleasant moments, might have influenced this narrative. The 

documentary Een koffer in Berlijn (A suitcase in Berlin, 1996) that was produced with the 

help of the VDN is another example of this diversity. The documentary told the stories of 

two forced laborers who worked in Berlin. One of them represented a ‘heroic’ memory of 

sabotage and punishment; the other represented a more tragic memory including his relation 

with a German women.
321

 The current SDOL exhibition in Helden about the round-ups in 

Limburg illustrates the two memory layers. The panels in the hall recall many traumatic 

events on the deportation and the German industries. The deportation room itself also evokes 

feelings of isolation, nostalgia, and punishment. However, some photos and objects, for 

example a little scissors with which a couple of workers had ‘great fun’, recall more pleasant 

memories (picture 20).
322

 It is plausible that, as the generation of forced laborers rapidly 

disappears, public memories of French and Dutch associations come closer to each other as 

they both disseminate more diverse and nuanced narratives on forced labor. 

 

 

                                                           
320

 In addition to chapter 5, see also the school lecture of Kraaijvanger in NIOD, 294, 87 

Schoolproject; Private Archives of the ex-SDOL, Helden, inventory 67, ‘Radio Emission ‘Balkon van 

Limburg’ (L1 Radio, 2 May 2003). 
321

 Documentary Een koffer in Berlijn. Het verhaal van twee dwangarbeiders in woii. (RVU, 1996). 
322

 Visit to the regional museum ‘t Land van Peel & Maas on 29 March 2017. Other examples of more 

nuanced and diverse memories: Gerard Sonnemans, Over gestolen jeugd (Breda, 2001); Penders, Het 

Slavenhuis (1993); NIOD, 294, 86, information about the exhibition 1992-1995; NIOD, 294, 87 

Schoolproject; Pontier, ‘Vereniging ex-Dwangarbeiders, 116; Disberg, De verzwegen deportatie, 36; 

Exhibition of the SDA on the ‘Ereveld’ in Loenen (4 March 2017).  
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6.1.2 Responsibility and Locations of Forced Labor 

 

Two memories that will probably remain different in France and the Netherlands concern the 

question of national responsibility and references to forced labor locations. In France, the 

STO took place with the collaboration of the Vichy Regime. It is interesting that even though 

the collaboration of the Vichy Regime only slowly entered the collective French memory 

from the 1970s onward, and in particular with the publication of Rousso’s Le Syndrome de 

Vichy in 1987, the FNDT already pointed towards the co-responsibility of the Vichy Regime 

in the 1960s.
323

 However, the references to Vichy, Pétain, and Laval became more frequent 

from the 1990s onward, when Vichy became a part of French collective war memory. The 

French forced labor associations presented the history of forced labor as a crime of Nazi 

Germany and Vichy France. Nowadays, in for instance their newsletters and speeches, the 
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 Olivier Wieviorka, Divided Memory: French Recollections of World War II from the Liberation to 

the Present (Redwood City, 2012), 170-179; l’Association Départementale de la Seine des Déportés 

du Travail et Réfractaires, Pourquoi Nous sommes des Victimes de la Déportation du Travail, 9-11, 

15. 
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AMDTF especially emphasizes and condemns the French particularity of the collaboration 

of Vichy compared to other European countries.
324

  

Although Dutch Labor Offices did not collaborate with Nazi Germany on the same 

scale as Vichy France, the offices did have a certain responsibility in the forced labor 

requisition.
325

 However, in memories created and disseminated by the three recent Dutch 

associations, references to the responsibility of the Dutch Labor Offices have been very 

rare.
326

  Only immediately after the war, the NVVG narrated about the responsibility of 

Dutch Labor Offices. Encouraged by their frustration about the postwar repatriation and the 

fact that many officials of the Labor Offices had not been replaced, NVVG members often 

criticized the attitude of the Arbeidsbureaus.
327

 In the 1980s and 1990s, when the new 

associations were founded, those frustrations were subordinated to frustrations about not 

being recognized as victims. These different national contexts explain why the VDN, SDOL, 

and SDA do not often point towards culprits of the forced labor requisitioning (e.g. Sauckel 

or Dutch Labor Offices).    

The second diverging memory between France and the Netherlands concerns places 

laborers were requisitioned. As most forced laborers ended up in factories, public memories 

disseminated by French and Dutch associations narrate in the first place about work in 

factories. However, by taking other places where laborers were sent to into account, a 

remarkable difference appears. As the previous chapter demonstrated, French associations 

have sometimes referred to concentration camps, whereas the Dutch counterparts have not. 

Memories of Dutch associations rather recalled farms. In their public narratives, the 

possibility of ending up at a farm has often served to illustrate the exceptional, lucky fate of 

a minority of forced laborers.
328

 This discourse fits better in the national context of more 

pluralistic and nuanced war memories that influenced Dutch associations. 
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 See for instance Le D.T. (May 1985); Private archives of the FNDT, information on the exhibition 

in 1985 and the commemoration of 1995; Un livre blanc, 47; Le Proscrit (May 1993); Discours of 

Forest in L’histoire en Direct, Radio France Culture, 1993; Le Proscrit (May 1995); Quereillahc, Le 

STO pendant la Seconde Guerre mondiale, 13; Documentary Avoir 20 ans sous l’occupation (2011); 
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 In contrast to other actions of labor requisitioning, the round-ups in 1944 were accomplished 

outside of the Dutch Labor Offices. Source: Sijes, De arbeidsinzet, 682.  
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 The SDA exhibition in Loenen which refers explicitly to the co-responsibility of the Dutch 

Arbeidsbureaus forms an exception. This can be explained by the fact that the exhibition is not only 

set up by the SDA but in collaboration with the Oorlogsgravenstichting.  
327

 NA, 2.04.80, 3658, Verslag van een openbare vergadering, gehouden op Woensdag, 30 Januari 

1946 te Utrecht; Geheim – Verslag van een openbare vergadering, gehouden op Woensdag 24 juli 

1946 in Utrecht; Geheim – Verslag van openbare vergadering van arbeiders, die tijdens den oorlog in 

Duitsland hebben gewerkt, welke bijeenkomst door het Nederlandsch Verbond van Gerepatrieerden 

was georganiseerd. Vrijdag 13 september 1946 te Groningen. 
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 See for instance the exhibition in the regional museum ‘t Land van Peel & Maas; Documentary In 

het zicht van de bevrijding of the SDOL; ‘Achtergrondinformatie’ and ‘Docentenhandleiding voor 

tentoonstelling ‘Deporatie en bevrijding’, <http://www.kerkrazzia.nl> [consulted on 23 May 2017]; 

NIOD, 294, 86, information about the exhibition. 
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6.2 Specific National and Regional Memory Characteristics 

Memories that have been discussed so far demonstrated similar and diverging ways of 

remembering in France and the Netherlands. This part aims to do justice to three particular 

and important memory-discourses that have not been discussed so far: 1) the French 

emphasis on friendship, brotherhood, and solidarity, 2) catholic discourses of the FNDT, and 

3) the attention for ‘stragglers’ within the SDOL. 

6.2.1 Friendship, Brotherhood, Solidarity, and Lourdes 

 

The journals Le D.T. and Le Proscrit, public and commemorational discourses, and many 

other publications of the French federation and the current association have been filled with 

references to friendship, brotherhood, and solidarity.
329

 President Jean-Louis Forest, for 

example, often started his speeches with the words “Frère, je te salue”.
330

 The term ‘brother’ 

probably referred to all French forced laborers: the ones who deceased in the Third Reich 

and the ones who survived. In Dutch associations, brotherhood and friendship have also 

played an important role. This can be illustrated by the amicable relations between members 

of the SDA and people in Rees.
331

 There is, however, a difference discourses of friendship, 

brotherhood, and solidarity as pronounced by the (ex-)FNDT and the VDN, SDOL, and 

SDA. Whereas all focus on valuable postwar relations, the French federation has also 

remembered moments of solidarity and friendship among forced laborers during the war. 

Recent Dutch memories, on the contrary, focus more on individuals and less on camaraderie 

during the war.
332

 It is true that the individual memories of camp Rees include many valuable 

friendships. Those memories are, however, not often recalled in the public memories of the 

SDA.
333
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 See for instance Déporté du Travail du Loret (January 1948); Le D.T. (September/October 1957); 

Le D.T. (April/May 1958); Le D.T. (11 May 1970); Le Proscrit (N12, 1995); Preface of Forest in 

Texier, De la Vendée à la Baltique, 7-8; Le Proscrit (third and fourth semester, 2008); Speech of 

Nicole Godard, given at the ceremony in Dortmund on 14 April 2017; Private Archives of the ex-

FNDT, Disque Souvenir de la Commémoration du XXe Anniversaire de la Libération des Camps de 

Travail Forcé et du Retour (13 Juin 1965), letters about the commemorations in 1985, information 

about pilgrimages to Lourdes (1946, 1989, 2005) 
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 ‘Brother, I greet you’ (see for instance Le D.T. (28 August 1970). 
331

 Observations during the remembrance March from Rees to Megchelen on 12 March 2017. For 

other examples of Dutch associations see the documentary Salzgitter (2014) of the SDOL or speeches 

of Pontier in the VDN archive, NIOD, 294. 
332

 The individual memory of Pontier is one of the exceptions as (international) friendship constitutes 

an important part of his memory. See Aart Pontier and Karel Braet (eds.), Lager Kinzig. Twee jaar 

gedwongen arbeid in Nazi-Duitsland 1943-1945 (Winterswijk, 1991). 
333

 See Disberg, De verzwegen deportatie, 138-269 for the individual memories of forced laborers in 

Rees from Apeldoorn. See the exhibition in Loenen (February and March 2017), ‘GLD Vandaag’ 

(News emission Omroep Gelderland, 12 March 2017) or ’75 jaar Vrijheid’, (Omroep Gelderland, 13 

March 2017), <http://www.omroepgelderland.nl/tv/programma/228190140/75-jaar-

vrijheid/aflevering/919625573> [consulted on 24 May 2017] for examples of public memories where 

friendship does not play an important role. 

http://www.omroepgelderland.nl/tv/programma/228190140/75-jaar-vrijheid/aflevering/919625573
http://www.omroepgelderland.nl/tv/programma/228190140/75-jaar-vrijheid/aflevering/919625573
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 Before they were deported to Germany, the majority of forced laborers did not know 

each other. So in a way, the war gave the diverse group of workers a common identity. 

Immediately after the war, the FNDT and the NVVG rallied forced laborers and their 

families and attempted to maintain this common identity to which they referred as 

‘friendship that was born in slavery’.
334

 As a consequence, discourses of ‘brotherhood in 

misery’
335

 became very common. As discussed earlier, the public discourse of solidarity and 

friendship in the camps often served as a contrast to the miseries and suffering of forced 

laborers. The individual memories of Quereillahc and Texier also illustrate this discourse. 

Quereillahc dedicated the first edition of his memoirs (1958) to his “companions in times of 

misery”.
336

 In the memoirs of Texier (1999), friendship formed the central theme. Texier 

stated that he has never forgotten the brotherhood in Pomerania.
337

 He even wrote the 

majority of his memoirs in the ‘we-form’. It is very plausible that this discourse of 

friendship, brotherhood, and solidarity was not only born out of a common fate or individual 

experiences, but that it also served another goal, namely: maintaining the unity among the 

forced laborers which would strengthen their combat for the title. 

 The fact that the Dutch forced labor associations did not have a similar combat 

explains the absence of friendship in war-memories. However, the fact that the discourse of 

friendship was actually present in memories of the NVVG
338

, also points towards another or 

complementary explanation: the long absence of a social community for forced laborers. 

When the Dutch associations were founded, many forced laborers had lost contacts for more 

than forty or even fifty years. Although they found each other again and built up new 

friendships, their relations differ from the longer friendships of (ex-)FNDT members. 

Moreover, the importance of individual and personal memories as discussed in the previous 

chapter also explains the lack of memories of solidarity during the war. Thus, this specific 

Dutch postwar context, including many years in which forced laborers lived separately, 

explains why recent Dutch public memories do not mention brotherhood and solidarity 

during the war. 

 There is another important aspect of the French associative memory-culture that has 

been under-exposed so far, which also highlights the solidarity among French forced laborers 

during the war. This concerns a Catholic memory culture, and more specifically, pilgrimages 

to Lourdes. As the historian Arnaud concluded, Catholic memories are well-represented in 
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 See NA, 2.04.80, 3658, ‘Verslag van een openbare vergadering, gehouden op Woensdag, 30 

Januari 1946, te Utrecht, original complete citation: ‘Het doel is: de belangen van het gezin naar voren 
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Archives of the ex-FNDT, Congrès National 1945.  
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 Quereillahc, J’étais STO, 8. Original citation: ‘compagnons du temps de misère’. 
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 Texier, De la Vendée à la Baltique, 9.  
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French individual accounts (see figure 3, chapter 5).
339

 This is partly a result of the fact that 

many workers went to Germany with the Jeunesse Ouvrière Chrétienne (Young Christian 

Workers, JOC) or its mother-organization the Catholic Action. The Catholic Action and the 

JOC respectively originated from the end of the nineteenth century and the 1920s. Both 

aimed at strengthening the Catholic influence on society. Catholic members did not only go 

to Germany as a consequence of the measures taken by Sauckel and Vichy France 

(especially the JOC was hardly hit by the draft-year actions), but they also went on voluntary 

basis to evangelize the disoriented workers abroad. In order to defend their wartime 

decisions after the war, the Catholic Church stimulated historical and hagiographic 

publications which resulted in a Catholic resistance myth in which Catholic workers were 

often presented as martyrs.
340

    

 Although the FNDT was officially non-religious, the Catholic workers left a mark on 

their memory-culture. Sometimes, the FNDT referred to forced labor victims as ‘martyrs’.
341

 

Furthermore, the federation became active in Catholic pilgrimages to Lourdes. The initiative 

of the first pilgrimage, that took place in September 1946, probably goes back to a promise 

to go on a pilgrimage to Lourdes that was made among forced laborers during their time in 

the Third Reich (picture 21).
342

 The first pilgrimage was a joint initiative of the French 

repatriates and friendships born in the camps formed an important theme (picture 22).
343

 

However, because the repatriates grew apart, the joint initiative was not repeated.  
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In 1977, the FNDT decided to organize a similar pilgrimage to Lourdes, but this time 

without the other repatriates. It is not known why the pilgrimage was organized in that year, 

but the French historian Spina mentioned that the FNDT presented the pilgrimage as a 

moment for all forced labor comrades to find each other again and to strengthen the power of 

the federation.
344

 The pilgrimage of 1977 was a great success, so the FNDT decided to 

organize it every three year until 2000. During the sixtieth anniversary of the return of the 

deported laborers, in 2005, the last pilgrimage took place. The final pilgrimage also 

illustrates the slightly improved relations with other repatriates because the old French PoWs 

joined again.
345

  

 The pilgrimages were primarily, but not only, organized for French forced laborers. 

(Catholic) forced laborers from other countries and other interested persons were also 

invited. The pilgrimages can thus be seen as a form of public memory. In addition to 

references to solidarity, brotherhood, and friendship during and after the war, the war-

memories that were recalled during the pilgrimages also illustrate public memories of the 

French associations that have been mentioned before. The pilgrimage of 1989 combines 

some of them. The deported workers then celebrated the beatification of Marcel Callo of 4 

October 1987. Callo was a member of the JOC. He went to Germany in 1943 as a 

missionary. On 19 March 1945, he died in the concentration camp Mauthausen. Callo was 

presented by the Catholic Church as a ‘martyr’.
 346

 This tragic and heroic discourse that 

included references to concentration camps fitted perfectly in the memories of the (ex-

)FNDT (picture 23). The (ex-)FNDT and the Catholic Action thus seem to have found each 

other in defending their honor and as a result, their memories of forced labor in which 

resistance, martyrdom, and brotherhood play an important role, are comparable. 
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6.2.2 Memories of ‘Stragglers’: People Left Behind in France or the Netherlands 

 

Memories of forced labor organizations concern memories of labor conscripts themselves in 

the first place. Family members or sometimes friends can also be involved in associations. 

However, war memories of family and friends who were left behind in France or the 

Netherlands during the war, have usually got little attention in the associations, except for 

the SDOL. In educational material, published books, and on the website, the SDOL has 

addressed the fears, uncertainties, and problems of the stragglers, or achterblijvers, in 

Limburg.
347

 It is possible that some French departmental associations have remembered the 

experiences of stragglers as well, but that has not been researched for this study. 

 Why did the SDOL, in contrast to the other associations, remember the fears of the 

people who were left behind? The regional focus of the association and the fact that the 

province of Limburg consists of solid communities could be an explanation. Another 

explanation may lie in one of the goals of the SDOL. More than the other researched 

associations, the SDOL aimed at involving school children in their work. In this way, they 

could pass on the story of the deportation and keep its history alive. In 2004, for instance, the 

SDOL sent information to schools in the region. In the period before the remembrance 

project Sporen die Bleven, a lot of schools worked on projects about the deportation in 

October 1944 and forced labor. Children were also encouraged to ask their family (e.g. their 
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 ‘Lesbrief Project Herdenking Grote Kerkrazzia’s’, 

<http://www.kerkrazzia.nl/Lesbrief%20GK.pdf> [consulted on 23 May 2017]; 
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own grandfathers) and neighbors about the deportation.
348

 Because many former forced 

laborers had already deceased at the time, the children were probably more often confronted 

with stories of family members of friends who stayed home.  

 The target group of children in itself could be a more general explanation for the 

attention for ‘stragglers’. The novel of Ton van Reen, for example, tells not only about the 

experiences of Leo Steeghs, but also about his sister Dora.
349

 Especially the experiences of 

sisters or (little) brothers who stayed at home might appeal and identify more to younger 

children. A similar approach is taken in a French novel for children Service du Travail 

Obligatoire 1942-1945. De gré ou de force (2007). It was written by journalist Jean-Pierre 

Vittori. He tells the story about two brothers, Robert and François. Robert eventually had to 

go to Germany because of the law of 4 September 1942 and his younger brother François 

stayed with their mother at home, having his own war experiences while desperately waiting 

for any news about his brother.
350

 Although most memories on forced labor concerned the 

experiences of workers themselves, it is important to realize that the memories of stragglers 

form an interesting way of making the youth familiar with the history of forced labor.  

6.3. Reception and Representations in Media 

 

The first two parts of this chapter focused on memories produced and disseminated by the 

associations themselves. Due to the available source material, it is impossible to research 

thoroughly how the collective memories as presented in exhibitions, brochures, educational 

projects, and websites have been received by the public. It is, however, imaginable that there 

was not always a great interest for the public events and projects of the forced labor 

associations as this particular war history remains relatively unknown and not the most 

‘popular’. For example, when the VDN sent an information letter to different schools, one 

teacher reacted reluctantly with the comment that “there was no use in competing with the 

resistance”.
351

 It is, therefore, plausible that memories of forced labor have been spread to a 

larger audience by other general media such as newspapers, journals, and documentaries.  

 The media have silenced the theme of forced labor for a long time and they are often 

still silencing it.
352

 A brief analysis of news articles and items that report about the history of 

forced work and forced labor associations showed recurring and one-sided discourses. In the 
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1980s and 1990s, the Dutch media portrayed the forced laborers mainly as a non-recognized 

group of war victims whose history had been forgotten.
353

 According to the German historian 

Bories-Sawala, the French public opinion remained rather silent about the FNDT and its 

combat for the title of deportee.
354

 After the turn of the century, the French and the Dutch 

media often emphasized the miserable circumstances and the desperate situations forced 

laborers faced before, during, and after their stay in the Third Reich.
355

 It is thus interesting 

to see that while the public discourses of the Dutch associations and later also some French 

associations have become more and more nuanced and diverse, the memories of forced labor 

as produced by news items and articles often presented forced laborers ‘only’ as maltreated 

victims.    

Memories on forced labor as produced by the associations and the media are thus not 

exactly similar. However, equal to cultural and political memories produced by associations, 

the French and Dutch memories disseminated by the media are often also a result of 

diverging national postwar contexts. This can be illustrated by a comparison of two 

documentaries about forced labor that appeared with the support of associations. The already 

discussed Dutch documentary Een koffer in Berlijn (1996) focused mainly on the personal 

victimhood of two forced laborers in Berlin and did not talk about the responsibility of the 

Dutch Labor Offices.
356

 The French documentary Avoir 20 ans sous l’occupation (2011), on 

the contrary, started by mentioning the unique collaboration of the Vichy regime.
357

 

 

At first sight, it seems that these diverging memories of national responsibility, and many 

other differences in cultural and public memories of French and Dutch forced labor 

associations, can be explained by the fact that the history of forced labor in both countries 

differed. Different war histories have indeed influenced the discussed postwar memories. 

However, this chapter showed that the different war experiences are not the most important 

explanation for diverging memories, because they do not explain the dynamic character of 

memories. The dynamics of memories can be illustrated by comparisons of memories of the 
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NVVG against the VDN, SDOL, and SDA. Another example of dynamic memories concerns 

the terminology of French associations. Although the terms ‘deportee’ and ‘deportation’ 

have always been underlined by French associations, the current FNVRCNTF and the 

AMDTF increasingly mention the terms ‘STO’ and ‘forced labor(ers)’ as well. Connecting 

to the literature on WWII memories, this chapter demonstrated how the dynamics of 

collective memories can be explained by differences and similarities in the postwar national 

contexts of France and the Netherlands. The following conclusion will discuss how this 

investigation of cultural and public memories in particular has contributed to the French and 

Dutch historiographies.  
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Conclusion 

Political Memories of United Deportees and Social Memories of Individual Victims 

Halbwachs argued that all memory exists in a social framework. The forced labor 

associations that have been discussed in this research are examples of such a framework, in 

which memories of forced labor have been developed. Two main conclusions were deducted 

from the investigated question: in which ways have collective memories of forced labor 

created in French and Dutch forced labor associations been influenced by political, societal, 

and individual circumstances. The first concerned the finding that memories of French 

associations have been influenced more by political and even juridical contexts, whereas 

memories of Dutch associations have been influenced more by societal and individual 

contexts. The bitter combat of the French federation for the title ‘deported worker’ and the 

honor of forced laborers resulted in collective memories that have been formed in large part 

by a top-down process, which Assmann would call political or institutionalized memories. 

Dutch forced laborers also strived for political recognition, but they were ignored by 

politicians during and after their repatriation. Memories of Dutch forced labor associations 

since the 1980s have been relatively more influenced by societal changes from the 1970s 

onward and the agency of individuals who were influential within organizations. Assmann 

would describe these collective memories as social memories created by a bottom-up 

process. 

 The second conclusion stems from the investigation of narratives on forced labor as 

expressed and disseminated by associations. In this comparative study of French and Dutch 

forced labor associations, special attention has been paid to the diverging ways and 

narratives of remembering. The contrast between the Dutch forty years of ‘silence’, in which 

there was no social framework for forced laborers to express their memories, versus the 

continuity of the French federation and its memories appeared to be a crucial aspect to 

understanding different memories. It can, therefore, be concluded that, the historical periods 

as well as the specific national contexts in which associations emerged, have greatly 

influenced the represented narratives on forced labor by associations. 

 In the long-lasting existence of the French federation to the current association, 

many memories were maintained and transmitted from the first to the second generation. The 

French associative memories had and have a rather militant and patriotic character. This can 

be explained by the influence of the immediate postwar repatriation that united the French 

deportees, a historical context in which the resistance was important and the STO needed to 

defend their patriotism, and the political and later legal battle for the title of deported worker 

that took place since the 1950s. A quite similar militant and patriotic memory could also be 

found in the Dutch NVVG, which existed only from 1945 to 1947, but not in the Dutch 

associations established towards the end of the twentieth century. Although today, the 
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memories expressed by the French federation and associations seem less ‘static’ than before 

and they become open towards more diverse discourses; the earlier formed collective 

memories such as the focus on juridical texts, compulsory deportation, and concentration and 

punishment camps are still visible from time to time. Another example of persisting older 

memories is that the AMDTF still carries a patriotic flag during commemorations and 

emphasizes solidarity and friendship.   

The differences between the NVVG on the one hand, and the VDN, SDOL, and 

SDA on the other, demonstrate that many collective memories of the first association came 

closer to the French narratives. Narratives of the more recent associations, on the contrary, 

are clearly influenced by the societal context of recognition of victimhood since the 1970s, 

the disappointments on the German compensations in the 1990s and 2000s, and the 

collection of individual memories to learn more about the history of forced labor. Instead of 

focusing on the historical truth or on juridical decisions, Dutch collective memories 

produced by associations focused, and often still focus, on recognition and understanding for 

the humiliation forced laborers went through, during and after the war, in order to prove that 

forced laborers were also war victims. Furthermore, Dutch narratives seemed to be more 

nuanced and pluralistic in comparison to French memories. The narratives on ‘good’ and 

‘bad’ Germans form an example hereof. This difference can be explained by the fact that 

Dutch war-memories were primarily based on (the collection of) individual memories and 

already published works of Dutch academics, and that the memories were produced in a 

historical context in which attention for more pluralistic war memories arose. The use of 

different terms, patriotic or non-patriotic discourses, and different narratives about 

compulsory labor and national responsibility visible in public memories (e.g. exhibitions and 

documentaries) illustrated in particular the influence of specific national postwar contexts.   

 In addition to outstanding differences in national memory cultures, this research also 

demonstrated that memories of forced labor associations in France and the Netherlands share 

many similar characteristics. As a consequence of the agency of young middle class 

individuals in many associations, the archetype forced labor victim in France and the 

Netherlands became a young man or student. Other similar memories concerned, for 

example, the loss of a youth, the slavery-discourse, disrespect for volunteers, and an 

emphasis on suffering of illness, cold, hunger, and bombardments. The amicable relations 

with local German governments form another similarity. These similarities cannot only be 

explained by comparable traumatic experiences during the war, but also by the fact that, after 

the war, local German municipalities sought for reconciliation and forced laborers were often 

marginalized by national governments. 

 The marginalized position of forced laborers in postwar societies, in which a 

hierarchy of victims arose, is often stressed in the existing academic literature about 
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memories of forced labor in the Third Reich. It has been discussed that many publications 

about memories of forced labor with an international approach, focused on the immediate 

postwar period or on individual memories. Investigating collective memories of associations 

within a longer time frame, this research contributed to the existing literature by going 

beyond the aspect of marginalization as it stressed the importance of specific historical and 

national contexts for collective memories. It also demonstrated how the French and Dutch 

collective memories on forced labor have been influenced by political, societal, and 

individual circumstances in a different way. Perhaps, precisely because of the importance of 

national contexts, this thesis, and in particular its investigation of under-researched public 

memories like exhibitions and school programs, also contributed to the national 

historiographies on memories of forced labor.  

In the Dutch context, scholars such as Van der Heijden and Van Ginkel or students 

such as Cukier always presented the associations only in the context of victimhood. The 

study of public sources and the comparison with the French memories actually exposed how 

associations attempted to convince public opinion of their victimhood, for example by using 

a slavery-discourse. Furthermore, this research also discovered a ‘second memory layer’ 

within all the forced labor associations in which there is more room for diverse and nuanced 

memories such as enjoyable moments and help from (local) Germans. These discourses have 

not only been ignored by the media, but also by the majority of Dutch scholars. With regard 

to the French historiography on forced labor, the comparison with the Netherlands gave 

interesting insights in unique elements of the French memories as produced by the 

associations that remained previously unnoticed. Lagrou already pointed towards the 

uniqueness of the competition and cooperation with other repatriates, especially with the 

PoWs. However, the investigation of a longer timeframe than Lagrou also revealed the 

singularity and durability of French memories of concentration camps, sabotage, friendship, 

brotherhood, solidarity, and especially the catholic pilgrimages to Lourdes.  

 It would be interesting to test the uniqueness and similarities of national memories of 

forced labor in a follow-up research that also takes other countries into account. A 

comparison with other Western European countries such as Italy, Norway or Belgium, or 

Eastern European countries such as Poland may be insightful. This study limited itself to 

collective memories of forced labor in Nazi Germany as produced by associations. To 

further research the influence of historical and national contexts on memories of forced 

labor, international comparative research could also be conducted on individual memories 

with no connection to associations.
358

 Another possibility would be to take forced labor in 

                                                           
358

 As for instance Bories-Sawala pointed out, it is likely that individuals who are not connected to 

associations remember their experiences in Germany differently. Bories-Sawala, Dans la gueule du 

loup, 32-33, 367. 
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France and the Netherlands into account. However, even within the associations that were 

researched for this study, follow-up research could be done from a local, instead of national, 

perspective. Another limitation of this thesis namely concerned the sources that have been 

studied. As this study aimed for a general international comparison, not all the available 

sources produced by the associations have been studied. For instance regarding the French 

departmental associations, a more detailed study of regional memories could result in 

different findings.
359

   

Exactly because this study focused on the most important and recurring national 

narratives, interesting parallels and contrasts have been revealed. The results seemed to 

confirm the hypothesis that French associations are more nationally oriented while Dutch 

associations are more regionally oriented. It appeared, however, to be more interesting to 

study the mechanisms behind this difference. Although this research showed that all 

memories have been influenced by political, societal, and individual circumstances, French 

collective memories can be characterized as political memories in which narratives of united 

deportees, honor, friendship and solidarity, and the responsibility of Vichy have been very 

important. Dutch collective memories appeared to be more social in character, with a special 

focus on individual histories, diversity, and victimhood.  

How will future generations deal with the history of forced labor? Would French 

associations still refer to the united deportees? Would Dutch associations still emphasize on 

individual victims? And would the history of the forced laborers remain marginalized in 

comparison to other war victims? The two national monuments discussed in the introduction 

still symbolize this marginalization. The French monument is ‘overshadowed’ by the larger 

monument for the French deportees of Oranienburg-Sachsenhausen that stands next to it and 

is also not included on the current list of commemorative monuments in the touristic plan of 

the cemetery (picture 24).
360

 In contrast to other (resistance) statues in the museum park in 

Overloon, the Dutch VDN-monument is actually named an ‘artwork’ instead of a monument 

(picture 25). Although the monuments will probably remain the same, it is very plausible 

that future generations growing up in different political, societal, and national contexts will 

change narratives on the history of forced labor and also add new memories, for example 

about womanly or Jewish laborers. At least, it is hoped that they keep remembering so that 

forced laborers of WWII will not be forgotten again. 
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 Bories-Sawala also pointed towards differences between regional and more national/Parisian 

memories in: Bories-Sawala, Französen im ‘Reicheinsatz’, 649. 
360

 Mairie de Paris, Plan du cimetière du Père-Lachaise (Paris, 2016). The monument for the French 

deportees of Oranienburg-Sachsenhausen is actually included in the list on the map of the cemetery.  
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